
Pearls of the Deep (Perlicky na dne)

Pearls of the Czech New Wave

In Brief

A manifesto of sorts for the Czech New Wave, this five-part
anthology shows off the breadth of expression and the versatility of
the movement’s directors. Based on stories by the legendary writer
Bohumil Hrabal, the shorts range from the surreally chilling to the
caustically observant to the casually romantic, but all have a cutting,
wily view of the world.

Czechoslovakia | 1966 | 105 minutes

In the mid-1960s, there was a brief window during which a remarkable
cinema of ideas and visual experimentation flourished in Communist
Czechoslovakia. This fecund period lasted approximately five years,
from 1963 to 1968, when it was cut short by the invasion of the Soviet
Union and its fellow Warsaw Pact members, a response to that year’s
Prague Spring, made possible by the democratic reforms taking place

under the newly elected first secretary of the Communist Party, Alexander Dubcek. But the films produced during this stretch were
so stylistically inquisitive, so sophisticated in their use of metaphor, and so unlike anything being made anywhere else in the world in
tone and content that they grabbed the attention of the international film community. (Even films kept from Czechoslovakian theaters
by censors were still routinely shipped to festivals abroad.) Here were deliriously inventive dispatches from a fellowship of artists
coming of age at a time when restrictions were gradually loosening in a country that had been under Communist rule since 1948.
Though these Czech and Slovak filmmakers would eventually come to be regarded as part of a New Wave, there was no centralized
movement. There was, however, an unofficial manifesto in 1966’s Pearls of the Deep, an omnibus film that brought together five of
the era’s most important Czech directors: Věra Chytilová, Jaromil Jireš, Jiří Menzel, Jan Němec, and Evald Schorm.

The concept for Pearls of the Deep was simple: each of the filmmakers attached would pay tribute to the revered Czech writer Bohumil
Hrabal by adapting a short story from his recently published collection of the same name. Hrabal had become something of a figurehead
for this new era of artistic experimentation. His Pearls of the Deep, with its lightly surrealist but grittily observed tales of contemporary
Czechoslovakian life in all its mundane absurdity—tales that were subversive for their focus on individuals rather than the collective—
was his first official publication; it had come out, in 1963, after years of being delayed for reasons both practical and political, so its
release was seen as a symbolic event, and it was a major success. Chytilová, Jireš, Menzel, Němec, and Schorm, friends and fellow
students at FAMU, the national film school in Prague, came together—along with cinematographer Jaroslav Kucera—to translate
Hrabal’s stories into this extraordinary omnibus film.

FAMU had been established in 1946, one year after the nationalization of the Czechoslovakian film industry and two years before the
Communist takeover. Cinema there and in other Communist countries in Eastern and East-Central Europe was considered a major art
form, as well as one that, if controlled, could be used to produce effective propaganda for the state. Czechoslovakian cinema of the
1950s largely adhered to the standards of Soviet socialist realism (among them, that art should be easy to understand and that
narratives of struggle and sacrifice should lead to uplifting endings). A FAMU education was remarkably well-rounded, however: not
only did the school’s seven departments—screenwriting, direction, photography, documentary, sound and music, production, and
theory—allow for a nuanced understanding of the form, but the students were shown films from all over the world (including works,

Credits
Segment
Director/
Screenplay

Photography
Music

Vera Chytilová Automat Svet 
Jaromil Jires  Romance
Jirí Menzel   Smrt pana Baltazara 
Jan Nemec   Podvodníci 
Evald Schorm   Dum radosti
based on short stories by Bohumil Hrabal 

Jaroslav Kucera
Jan Klusák, Jirí Sust 

Cast
Mother - Mr. Baltazar’s Death
Father - Mr. Baltazar’s Death
Cripple - Mr. Baltazar’s Death
Singer - The Impostors
Journalist - The Impostors
Barber - The Impostors
Mother - The House of Joy
Painter - The House of Joy
Agent - The House of Joy
Bride - The Restaurant the World
Artist - The Restaurant the World
Bartender - The Restaurant the World
Margitka - Romance
Guard - Romance

Pavla Marsálková 
Ferdinand Kruta 
Alois Vachek 
Milos Cirnácty 
František Havel 
Josef Hejl 
Josefa Pechlátová 
Václav Zák 
Ivan Vyskocil 
Vera Mrázková 
Vladimír Boudník 
Alzběta Laštovková 
Dana Valtová 
Karel Jerábek 



by the likes of Malle, Godard, Antonioni, and Bresson, that local audiences were
otherwise barred from seeing). Most importantly, in collaborating on and
assessing one another’s work, the students naturally developed a camaraderie
and sense of shared purpose, which undoubtedly lent momentum to the work
of the graduates who would define the attitudes and techniques of the New
Wave.

By the time these filmmakers left FAMU, in the early to mid sixties, the reform
movement was already under way in Czechoslovakian politics, challenging
President Antonín Novotný’s totalitarian government and seeking, as Dubcek
would put it, “socialism with a human face.” However, this did not mean that
all barriers had dissolved in the arts and media (many films of the Czech New
Wave were banned even before the Soviet invasion of 1968), so artists often
turned to metaphor, humor, and radical narrative play to speak out about the
dangers and hypocrisies of life under a repressive regime. This is the facet of
Hrabal’s writing that clearly appealed to the makers of Pearls of the Deep. As
most of them had already proved with their first features, made right out of
film school—Chytilová’s Something Different (1963), Jireš’s The Cry (1963),
Němec’s Diamonds of the Night (1964), and Schorm’s Everyday Courage
(1964)—they were driven to question the status quo through a mix of raw
realism and fictional flourish, which found deep affinities in the careful
observation and absurdity of Hrabal’s work and its focus on society’s
marginalized. Hrabal himself was on board with the project—he even has a
cameo in each segment.

That harmony between author and filmmakers paid off. Pearls of the Deep was
a turning point for the young New Wave, and all of the film’s directors would
immediately go on to make major, internationally recognized works (two

others, Ivan Passer and Juraj Herz, the only Slovak filmmaker of the group, were involved in Pearls as well, but their parts, “A Boring
Afternoon” and “The Junk Shop,” didn’t make the final cut and were released separately). Of the five, Jiří Menzel was the only one
making his directorial debut, and his “Mr. Baltazar’s Death,” made when he was still a student, is the film’s opening segment. Utilizing
footage of a real-life motorcycle race as the centerpiece of a loosely drawn narrative about a group of aimless, nostalgia-inclined folks
who gather from far and wide to watch it, the film is an amusing and purposely disorienting introduction to the world of Pearls of the
Deep. It opens jauntily—there’s a boisterousness to the interactions of the middle-aged husband and wife we follow to the event, and
the ignored ramblings of the elderly father of one of them, in tow, are amusing—but is soon overwhelmed by morbidity: the family’s
interest in the race is clearly tied to a fascination with accidents, and upon reaching the site, they tally past riders’ falls and injuries, and
reminisce with odd detachment about the glorious deaths of motorcyclists. That darkness is mitigated by moments of quirky beauty,
like an image of the cyclists descending a hill as gracefully as feathers drifting to the ground, set to a gorgeously lilting score by Jiří Šust.
Menzel would make many more Hrabal adaptations, including his next film, Closely Watched Trains (1966), and Skylarks on a String
(1969).

The past also haunts the present in the second segment, “The Impostors,” a cutting but surprisingly lighthearted entry from Jan
Němec, whose taste for surrealism is more apparent in his features. The story is beyond simple: two old men in a hospital talk about
their younger days, boasting of their professional accomplishments, which they seem to recall vividly—one was an acclaimed reporter,
the other a celebrated singer. Their importance was great, they assert to each other, and their anecdotes are lengthy. Yet, as a final
twist reveals, this is more a study of our need to rewrite our personal histories than it is a chorus of “Auld Lang Syne.”

If the invention of our own pasts can be seen as a form of
artistic creation, then “The Impostors” segues nicely into
Evald Schorm’s “The House of Joy,” a strange, amusing
tale about an outsider artist, played by Václav Žák (the
painter who inspired Hrabal’s source story), and two life-
and-funeral-insurance salesmen who pay him a call.
Schorm’s style here is more adventuresome and colorful
than in his features, considered some of the New Wave’s
most dramatic and sober entries; his openness to
experimentation—Žák’s slow-motion knife dance amid a
herd of goats, the startling punctuations of organ music—
perfectly matches that of his outlandish main character,
who has painted all the interior and exterior walls of his
house with elaborate, cartoonish frescoes, and who
decorates the side of a highway with smiling, crucified
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Jesuses painted on sheet metal, which cause traffic
pileups. The juxtaposition of the straitlaced insurance
men and the guileless eccentric Žák is pure absurdity;
this is a culture-clash sketch about the primitive
coexisting uncomfortably with the civilized.

Věra Chytilová also cast an artist, Hrabal’s friend the
“explosionist” Vladimir Boudnik, in her entry, “The
Restaurant the World,” perhaps the most surreal and
oblique of the bunch. It’s also the most visually
remarkable, opening with a poetic image of a
wedding party as seen through a rain-soaked café
window and climaxing with the most haunting
passage in all of Pearls of the Deep, a bride running in
slow motion with a man through a thunder and
lightning storm, her gown and veil flowing about her
like water. In between, there’s an enigma involving
that wedding celebration, the discovery of a woman’s
strangled corpse in the back room of the café, and an
artist (Boudnik) with an interest in making death
masks. There’s no cause-and-effect narrative to speak

of in this nightmarish entry (people come and go as if in a dream, their relationships to one another barely sketched), just the sort of
associative cutting and spontaneous image-making Chytilová would become known for.

Jaromil Jireš’s “Romance” closes Pearls of the Deep on a delicate note, although it’s also perhaps the most overtly political of the
shorts. Jireš turns his lens on a flirtation between a handsome young Czechoslovakian plumber and the beautiful Gypsy teenager who
catches his eye at a movie theater. It’s both a realistic character study of two people from divergent worlds and a comment on
stereotypes about carefree, wandering Gypsy girls (a poster for Christian-Jaque’s Fanfan la Tulipe, which stars Gina Lollobrigida in just
such a role, is prominently displayed). Based on Hrabal’s personal memories of an affair, “Romance” is about difference as much as it
is connection, highlighting Czechoslovakia’s deep-rooted social inequalities, and it ends the film on an amusing metaphorical cut that
alludes to a potentially unbridgeable divide.

Mysterious yet inviting, alternately impenetrable and folksy, the films of Pearls of the Deep constitute a record of a one-of-a-kind
creative flowering that remains among film history’s most remarkable chapters, a standout even amid all the post-Stalin renaissances
in East-Central European countries. Like Hrabal, whose artistic cachet would continue to grow—especially when he was forced to
circulate his writing underground in the 1970s, after it was banned by the postinvasion government—the filmmakers who brought his
work to the screen in Pearls of the Deep were destined for legend status. The films they would produce in the coming years would make
iconic use of the unique mix of repression and unbridled experimentation that defined this New Wave. As Jiří Menzel reminisced in a
2004 interview: “On the one side, there was an ideological ease and plenty of topics for films, but on the other side, there wasn’t total
freedom, so there was a stimulus for creativity to break the ideological barrier.”

- Michael Koresky - www.criterion.com
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The Ghost Goes West

Ghosts

In Brief

In the 18th Century, the Glourie clan are called cowards by their rivals, the
MacClaggan clan, for not going off to war with the English. The womanising
Murdoch Glourie is reluctantly bundled off, only to be blown up on the battlefield
while stealing a kiss from a girl behind a barrel of gunpowder. Murdoch’s father
refuses him admittance to Heaven for his cowardice and curses him to walk the
halls of Glourie Castle after midnight until he can trap a MacClaggan and make
him admit that one Glourie is better than fifty MacClaggans. Two hundred years
later and the latest Glourie descendant Donald is being forced to sell the castle to
pay off his debts. He tries to hide the existence of Murdoch’s ghost from
prospective buyers. Peggy Martin, the daughter of an American millionaire, meets
the ghost of Murdoch in the halls of the castle and becomes entranced. She
persuades her father to buy the castle and ship it to America where Murdoch
causes a sensation.

UK | 1935 | 95 minutes

Rene Clair’s “American period is generally blamed for his decline,” Andrew Sarris notes
in The American Cinema, before averring that said decline began before he “left Paris
for Hollywood’s lucre.” Could it then be fairer to say that after the likes of ‘23’s Paris
Qui Dort, ‘27’s The Italian Straw Hat, ‘31’s Le Million, and ‘32’s A Nous La Liberte (which
influenced Chaplin), the director, who practiced a brand of surrealism-with-slapstick
tinted by a particularly Gallic delicacy and whimsy, ran out of innovations and
henceforth had to fall back on mere wit?The fact of the matter is, 1935’s The Ghost
Goes West, Clair’s first English-language film—not a Hollywood production but a
British-based Alexander Korda one, with sets by Vincent and a script  by  Clair and
Robert E. Sherwood—doesn’t bear much of a resemblance to the Clair films that came
before it. There is one impeccably timed gag involving a barrel of gunpowder in the
film’s opening, and a bracingly jittery characterization of a dotty psychic by Elsa
Lanchester late in the picture, but by and large, despite its supernatural theme, The
Ghost Goes West trades the surreal for the genteel.Robert Donat stars in a dual role as
Murdoch Glourie, the ghost haunting Scottish Glourie Castle, and Donald Glourie, the
castle’s ne’ee-do-well contemporary resident. Donat is particularly game in the
sequence explaining how Glourie came to be a ghost. As he goes off to war, his
crotchety father instructs him to bash the first member of the rival McClagen clan he
sees. “But father, I thought I was supposed to fight the English,” Murdoch whines, in
a voice as weedy as Terry Jones’ anemic prince asking “What, the curtains?” in Monty
Python and the Holy Grail. Murdoch instead goes off to woo a maid, again, weedily,
and when he meets his ignominious end his now-late father’s spirit tells him he’s condemned to haunt Glourie castle until he’s faced

down a McClagen.And so he’s a-haunting when charming American tourist Peggy Martin (Jean
Parker) comes to the castle some two centuries later, her millionaire father (Eugene Pallette) in
tow. An archetypal ‘30’s-picture amiable vulgarian nouveau riche type, Martin decides not just to
buy the castle but to import it brick-by-brick to Florida, where he’ll reassemble it with all mod
cons added. (Importing British castles in this manner was a mini-trend among American
millionaires in the early 20th century.)

The ghost of Murdoch—who’s been romancing Peggy with a great deal of confidence (he seems
to have read some self-improvement books in the 200-year-interval) even as the flesh-and-blood
Donald fumbles with his own efforts in that respect, much to her confusion—is quite befuddled
as the crated bricks are loaded onto an ocean liner—a Korda miniature, as is the New York skyline
the liner eventually greets.The castle and its ghost become a tabloid scandal en route, and a bunch
of gangsters assail the warehouse where the castle’s bricks are in storage, resulting in a gun battle
with police. As the bullets fly through his transparent ectoplasm, Murdoch moans, “I don’t like
America.” But whatever cross-cultural satiric potential the film has diffuses as it races to resolve
two plot points—Donald’s pursuit of  Peggy, and Murdoch’s pursuit of eternal rest. Along the
way, we’re treated to Lanchester’s tetchy cameo and the sight of a New-Orleans-style big band
in kilts. It’s all light and enjoyable enough—how can one not derive some pleasure from a Eugene
Pallette picture?—but so insubstantial it’s hard to credit that it was Britain’s biggest box office hit

Credits
Director
Screenplay
Photography
Music

Rene Clair
René Clair, Robert E. Sherwood
Harold Rosson

Mischa Spoliansky

Cast
Murdoch Glourie /
Donald Glourie
Peggy Martin
Mr. Joe Martin
Miss Shepperton

Robert Donat 

Jean Parker 
Eugene Pallette
Elsa Lanchester 



of  1936 (it opened in December of ’35).

Better work from Clair in English was to come—the Marlene Dietrich starrer The Flame of New Orleans in ’41, the supernatural-themed
I Married A Witch (not-so-secret weapon: Veronica Lake) in ’42, the underrated (to my mind) It Happened Tomorrow in ’44, and the
best of the lot, the acerbic, romping 1945 Agatha Christie adaptation And Then There Were None, perhaps his most cynical picture. 

Glenn Kenny, www.mubi.com

René Clair

René Clair (11 November 1898 – 15 March 1981) born René-Lucien Chomette, was a French
filmmaker and writer. He first established his reputation in the 1920s as a director of silent films
in which comedy was often mingled with fantasy. He went on to make some of the most
innovative early sound films in France, before going abroad to work in the UK and USA for more
than a decade. Returning to France after World War II, he continued to make films that were
characterised by their elegance and wit, often presenting a nostalgic view of French life in earlier
years. He was elected to the Académie française in 1960.

René Clair was born and grew up in Paris in the district of Les Halles, whose lively and picturesque
character made a lasting impression on him. His father was a soap merchant; he had an elder
brother, Henri Chomette (born 1896). He attended the Lycée Montaigne and the Lycée Louis-le-
Grand. In 1914 he was studying philosophy; his friends at that time included Raymond Payelle
who became the actor and writer Philippe Hériat. In 1917, at the age of 18, he served as an ambulance driver in World War I, before being
invalided out with a spinal injury. He was deeply affected by the horrors of war that he witnessed and gave expression to this in writing
a volume of poetry called La Tête de l'homme (which remained unpublished). Back in Paris after the war, he started a career as a
journalist at the left-wing newspaper L'Intransigeant. 

At the end of 1924, while Clair was working on Ciné-sketch for the theatre with France Picabia, he first met a young actress, Bronja
Perlmutter, who subsequently appeared in his film Le Voyage imaginaire (1926). They married in 1926, and their son, Jean-François, was
born in 1927. René Clair died at home on 15 March 1981, and he was buried privately at Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois.

Having met the music-hall singer Damia and written some songs for her, Clair was persuaded by her to visit Gaumont studios in 1920
where a film was being cast and he then agreed to take on a leading role in Le Lys de la vie. He adopted the stage-name of René Clair,
and several other acting jobs followed, including Parisette for Louis Feuillade. In 1922 he extended his career as a journalist, becoming
the editor of a new film supplement to a monthly magazine, Théâtre et Comœdia illustrés. He also visited Belgium and after an
introduction from his brother Henri, he became an assistant to the director Jacques de Baroncelli on several films.

In 1924, with the support of the producer Henri Diamant-Berger, Clair got the opportunity to direct his own first film, Paris qui dort (The
Crazy Ray), a short comic fantasy. Before it had been shown however, Clair was asked by Francis Picabia and Erik Satie to make a short
film to be shown as part of their Dadaist ballet Relâche; he made Entr'acte (1924), and it established Clair as a leading member of the
Parisian avant-garde.

Fantasy and dreams were also components of his next two films, but in 1926 Clair took a new direction when he joined Alexandre
Kamenka's Films Albatros company to film a dramatic story, La Proie du vent, which met with commercial success. He remained at
Albatros for his last two silent films, Un chapeau de paille d'Italie (An Italian Straw Hat) and Les Deux Timides (both 1928), in which he
sought to translate the essentially verbal comedy of two plays by Labiche into works of silent cinema. While at Albatros, Clair met the
designer Lazare Meerson and the cameraman Georges Périnal who were to remain important collaborators with him for the next
decade. By the end of the silent era, Clair was celebrated as one of the great names in cinema, alongside Griffith, Chaplin, Pabst and
Eisenstein. As the author of all of his own scripts, who also paid close attention to every aspect of the making of a film, including the
editing, Clair was one of the first French film-makers to establish for himself the full role of an auteur.

Clair was initially sceptical about the introduction of sound to films, and called it "an unnatural creation".He then realised the creative
possibilities that it offered, particularly, in his view, if the soundtrack was not used
realistically; words and pictures need not, and indeed should not, be tied together in a
clumsy duplication of information; dialogue did not always need to be heard. Between
1930 and 1933, Clair explored these ideas in his first four sound films, starting with Sous les
toits de Paris (Under the Roofs of Paris); this was followed by Le Million (1931), À nous la
liberté (1931), and Quatorze juillet (1933). All of these films portrayed an affectionate and
idealized view of working class life, and they did much to create a popular romantic image
of Paris which was seen around the world. (When Chaplin made Modern Times in 1936, it
was noted that some parts of it bore a marked similarity to scenes in À nous la liberté, and
the French producers launched a lawsuit for plagiarism against United Artists, the
producers of Chaplin's film. Clair was embarrassed by this since he acknowledged his own
debt to the spirit of Chaplin, and he refused to be associated with the action.)

- Wikipedia
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Old and New AKA The General Line (Staroye i novoye)

Silent Soviet Cinema

In Brief

The Old and the New (Staroye i Novoye), also known as The General Line, was Sergei
Eisenstein's last silent film. The film was begun as a simple, accessible story of
collectivism in a backward province, where a sturdy peasant woman (Marfa Lapkina,
a non-professional actor) tries to lead her village out of the poverty of pre-Soviet life
and into the ideal of collectivism. By the end, it became his most expressionist
experiment in montage, visualizing the promise of collective success in the symbol-
laden dreams of its heroine.

USSR | 1929 | 121 minutes

Eisenstein and Grigori Aleksandrov began writing the screenplay just after
Battleship Potemkin. The idea was to illustrate the general line of the party in
terms of rural development; Bukharin was advocating the mechanisation of the
countryside and the enrichment of the peasants. The writing of the screenplay
was interrupted in order to shoot October and, when it  restarted in 1928, the line
had already changed – Stalin was tidying up around himself and Bukharin had
been sidelined. The new line was one of exalting collectivisation. Eisenstein
therefore had to add the presentation of an ultramodern kolhoz (there is
practically an advert in the middle of the film) and upbraid the individualism of
the kulaks (independent peasants). The title had to be changed to "The Old and
the New". 

Although it was born in difficult circumstances, The General Line is a wonderful
film. It is hard not to fall under the spell of the beauty of the images which
Eisenstein offers us, with those marvellous wide takes (or even very wide takes) of faces which are so expressive even though they
are static. He also uses nature and its wide expanses very well and, of course, the shots of machines are achieved as marvellously as
always. Eisenstein indulges in some experimentation, not only in dreamlike images but also in the content. The sexual connotations
are very evident, such as in the famous scene of the milk-skimmer, in which the peasants experience ecstatic, even orgiastic, pleasure
as they admire a mechanical skimmer in action for the first time. The scene with the cow being serviced by the bull is also quite a
surprise. ... 

The film has a central character, the peasant woman Marfa, a role for which Eisenstein had great difficulty finding an actress; unable
to hire a professional actress, he found a perfect illiterate peasant. The montage is also remarkable; much more than in his earlier
films, Eisenstein plays with linked takes to create tension. The General Line is one of Eisenstein's most beautiful films. 

From Le Monde's film blog, 'L'Oeil sur l'Ecran', 20th April 2011 (translated by Gillian Gloyer)

Sergei Eisenstein‘s 1929 Old and New (also known as The General Line) illustrates Lenin’s stated imperative that the nation move from
agrarian to industrial culture in an epic ode to farm-collectivization progress. Its visuals are always arresting — in his own way, Eisenstein
fetishized unusual, even grotesque faces as Fellini — and some sequences are downright bizarre as well as kinetically exciting. There’s
the weirdness of a hog processing plant’s operations intercut with a ceramic piggie whirling like a ballerina on a rotating plate; and a
village “wedding” that turns out to be for appropriately attired cow and bull, the editing reaching a frenzied “climax” along with their
copulation. The film ends with a triumphant procession of tractors that might have been choreographed by Busby Berkeley.

From Early Soviet Cinema and the Revolutionary Imperative, on fandor.com

In Old and New, completed in 1929 with his trusty codirector Grigori Aleksandrov, Eisenstein (1898-1948) was responding to the
Communist Party’s appeal to artists in all media to create work that addressed the transformation of the backward Russian countryside.
The film’s production was severely complicated by the frequent changes in official policy on economic development in the agricultural
sphere, and Eisenstein had to several times reedit and retitle the film. The dominant theme (as in so many other Soviet films of the late
1920s) is the triumph of the machine over outdated traditional methods. In this case, a cream separator represents the apotheosis of
progress and a symbol of the shining future. Eisenstein considered the playful sequence in which the cream separator springs into

Credits
Director
Screenplay

Photography
Music

Sergei Eisenstein
Grigori Aleksandrov,
Sergei Eisenstein
Eduard Tisse
Robert Israel

Cast
Marfa
Marfa's son
Tractor Driver

Marfa Lapkina
M. Ivanin
Konstantin Vasilyev 



action, spewing luscious cream, an experiment in “cinematic ecstasy” resembling (in Olenina’s
words) “an erotic or religious rapture.” Farmwork never looked so sexy. The failure of the
excessively “formalist” Old and New, roundly booed by the party press at its premiere, left
Eisenstein traumatized. For nearly ten years afterwards he failed to complete another film,
despite numerous false starts both in Hollywood and in Moscow. Only with the simplistically
propagandistic Alexander Nevsky would he resurrect his career.

From Cineaste magazine, Landmarks of Early Soviet Cinema

Review from The New York Times, May 3 1930, by Mordaunt Hall

S. M. Eistenstein, the young Russian who produced "Potemkin" and whom Douglas Fairbanks
hopes to engage to direct his next picture, is responsible for an enlightening cinematic study
called "Old and New," which is to be seen now at the Cameo. In this film, a silent one, Mr.
Eisenstein ridicules the Greek Church and also pokes fun at the Soviet bureaucracy. It is
another production in which Bolsheviks blow their own horn for their efforts in introducing
modern agricultural and other machinery in the near and remote areas of Russia.

Although this picture possesses in most of its scenes a fund of interest, there are times when
Mr. Eistenstein dilates too long on some of his sequences, and consequently they become a
trifle tedious. Throughout this film, however, this producer reveals his keen observation and

his marvelous faculty of stressing his points by means of photography.

In quite a number of instances he delights in extravagances, either in portrayinig the abject poverty of the people or in depicting the
greed and laziness of the more fortunate farmer. One is impelled to think as these scenes are shown that Mr. Eisenstein has selected
isolated cases to make his film impressive.

His ability to show the expanse of country on a relatively small screen is marvelous, and so is his work in close-ups. As in "Potemkin,"
which was infinitely more dramatic, the director in this current work is usually careful in the choosing of his types. There are never two
persons alike among those who appear in this film. The woman, Martha, who, following starvation and disappointment because she
cannot borrow a horse to work on her tract of land, turns out to be a kind of Joan of Arc of the soil, one who urges revolution against
the prevailing conditions during the Romanoff régime. She encourages the acceptance of new inventions, the first of which is a
separator. There are some remarkable views portraying the hopeful persons and the doubting ones watching the working of this
machine.

It is during a stretch in which the priests and peasants are praying for rain that Mr. Eisenstein makes a target of the Church. There are
the men and women on their knees with their heads bent low and the priests holding ecclesiastical banners leading the populace in
prayer. Rain is expected after the service, but disappointed persons raise their eyes to the skies and perceive no welcome clouds. The
priests mop their perspiring faces and eventually leave the spot.

Mr. Eisenstein goes on to show the wonderful improvement wrought by the agricultural machinery, and finally brings his production
to a close with the performance of a tractor pulling a long train of carts, much to the wonder of many of the peasants, who had fancied
that no machinery could take the place of the horse in the work on the soil.

In directing this film Mr. Eisenstein was assisted by George V. Alexandrov.

Biography by Dan Shaw, in Senses of Cinema (www.sensesofcinema.com)

Sergei Eisenstein b. January 23,1898, Riga, Latvia d. February 11, 1948, Moscow, USSR

... The son of a Jewish architect, he studied to be an architect himself and, after distinguished service in the Red Army as an engineer,
joined the theatre as a painter and designer. He soon became director of the Moscow Proletkult, an avant-garde theatre that rejected
the naturalistic methods of Stanislavsky in favour of Vsevolod Meyerhold’s biomechanical approach to acting, which was based on
Pavlovian reflexology. Thus began the director’s lifelong fascination with the question of how audience responses can be aroused in
the theatre, and in film.

As an intellectual, Eisenstein adhered to the Hegelian view of artistic greatness:

…the idea satiation of the author, his subjection to prejudice by the idea, must determine actually the whole course of the art-work,
and if the art-work does not represent an embodiment of the original idea, we shall never have as result an art-work realized to its
utmost fullness.

Sergei Eisenstein, Film Form: Essays in Film Theory

Indeed, it was his prior theoretical commitments that led young Sergei to explore, invent and embrace all the expressive possibilities
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of montage.

Crucial to understanding what Eisenstein was striving for cinematically is his seminal 1931 essay A Dialectic Approach to Film Form.
Just as the conflict of classes drove history – with the bourgeoisie as thesis clashing with the proletariat as antithesis to yield the
triumphant progressive synthesis of the classless society – so too (famously, in Strike!) shot A of the workers’ rebellion being put
down is juxtaposed with shot B of cattle being slaughtered and the synthesis yields the symbolic meaning C, that the workers are
cattle. This technical innovation (which Eisenstein dubbed “intellectual montage”) resulted from his studies of Kuleshov’s famous
experiments (which demonstrated that the meaning of any shot is contextual) and of Japanese ideograms (where two separate
symbols can be juxtaposed to create a third meaning, e.g. child + mouth = scream, white bird + mouth = sing). Less famously, in that
same essay, Eisenstein distinguished between ten different types of dialectical conflict at the level of shot composition alone, many
of which are utilised in the Odessa Steps sequence in Battleship Potemkin (1925).

While Eisenstein was proudest of his “invention” of intellectual montage in the parallel bloodbaths in Strike! (1924), what most endures
about his work is his mastery of the editing techniques he identified as metric, rhythmic, tonal and overtonal in Methods of Montage.
In his view, editing involved the audience more than the passive reception of information from static and lengthy shots; that as viewers
we actively come to the symbolic realisations of intellectual montage, and are driven into a Pavlovian frenzy by the dynamism of the
rhythms of the Odessa Steps, or the rat-a-tat of the machine gun in October (1927).

It was Eisenstein’s hope to harness that frenzy for revolutionary purposes, fond as he was of quoting Marx’s dictum that the point is
not to understand history but to change it. In The Structure of the Film, the director embraced Lev Tolstoy’s version of the expression
theory: a real work of art “arouses the complex of those feelings that gave birth to the composition”. In so doing, masterpieces like
Battleship Potemkin (which was based on the successful mutiny 20 years earlier) can achieve an affect that, in Eisenstein’s words,
“sends the spectator into ecstasy”. Reverting to the Greek etymology of ecstasy “ex-tasis – literally, ‘standing out of oneself’, which
is to say, ‘going out of oneself’, or ‘departing from his ordinary condition’”, he set the bar high for true art. For Eisenstein (as for Marx,
and Brecht, and Godard), art should raise class-consciousness and transform the viewer, ideally causing the audience to take up arms
against their sea of troubles as soon as they leave the theatre. Unfortunately, it was easier for the same editing techniques to sell
capitalist commodities than to engender the revolution that would lead to their extinction.

Truth be told, [David] Thomson made a few good points in his critique of Eisenstein, the most telling of which was that such extensive
(and often symbolic) editing didn’t give rise to the emotional pathos the director sought. Rather, it had a distancing effect that resulted
from the need to see the whole sequence in order to interpret (and respond to) the individual shots. Thomson is unfair, though
accurate, when he criticises the lack of identifiable protagonists in Eisenstein’s early films, because that was part of the ideological
message. According to Marx, World Historical Individuals don’t change history (as Hegel contended); economic conditions change as
capitalism develops, and the people must of necessity rise up when their living conditions become intolerable. The people, not particular
persons, were intentionally made the protagonists, and Eisenstein’s meticulous avoidance of the cult of the individual was a dramatic
problem he recognised in later writings, addressed in The General Line (1929) and Alexander Nevsky (1938) and succumbed to totally
in Part I of Ivan the Terrible (1942). Unfortunately, the writer-director was never capable of creating a believable individual character
other than Vakulinchuk in Potemkin. Though he is granted little screen time as a common seaman who helps lead the mutiny, the
sympathy generated by his death attests to the extent to which our identification with individuals is at the heart of much of our
cinematic pleasure.

As an expressionist with a fascination for Pavlovian reflexology, Eisenstein’s greatest formal innovations stemmed from his experiments
in montage and its relationship to biomechanics. He tried various editing patterns, discovering that, for example, film cut metrically
to the beat of a typical heart has a profound impact on us precisely because it mirrors our biorhythms. He learned how to whip his
viewers into a frenzy (much easier then than now) by using such simple tricks as making the shots shorter and shorter to build to a
climax (see the end of the crop duster sequence in North by Northwest for a definitive use of accelerated montage). His films were
composed of an astronomical number of shots, a necessity when, say, you are trying to capture the power of a machine gun by cutting
as rapidly as it fires bullets... In fact, Eisenstein was forced to abandon much of his most frenetic editing because of charges of formalism
levelled against Potemkin and October. His attempt to rein in those formalist tendencies resulted in The General Line, which was totally
disavowed by Stalinist censors (for its individualistic, Griffith-like sentimentalism) and renamed Old and New.

As a result, Eisenstein fled to Hollywood, where he languished for some time,
beginning a film version of Theodore Dreiser’s An American Tragedy funded by Upton
Sinclair, who quickly fired the clearly unsuitable émigré. He then (in 1931–32) embarked
on an ill-fated South-of-the-Border documentary called Que Viva Mexico (Orson Welles
wasn’t the first auteur to stall his career in the Tropics), shooting over 100,000 feet of
film stock in more than a year before giving up in disgust. Upon his return to Russia,
his first undertaking, Bezhin Meadow, also fell foul of the censors, and again had to
be abandoned. Desperate to return to the good graces of his superiors, Eisenstein
responded with Alexander Nevsky, his most conventional, Hollywood-style epic.
Stripped of most of the creative editing resources that formerly dominated his style,
the images took on a posed and static quality (a vice that emerged in spades in Ivan
the Terrible). Though his eye for visual design had not abandoned him (the armour of
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the German knights is priceless), the whole point of this State-sponsored
epic seemed to be that the people of Rus would have withered before
the Teutonic onslaught had it not been for the resilience of one man, his
eponymous hero. No wonder Stalin loved it...

If he was inept with individuals, Eisenstein exhibited an epic mastery of
crowds and crowd movement that has perhaps only been surpassed by
David Lean and Akira Kurosawa (the German hordes going from a thin
line to a looming presence over the horizon of ice in Nevsky reminds me
of Lean). Nowhere have the masses seemed to more convincingly rise up
than in the set pieces from Potemkin and October. Unlike the frequent
depictions of mob violence that reflected the reactionary suspicion of the
masses and mass movements that was rampant in the Hollywood of the
1920s and 1930s (see, for example, Fury [Fritz Lang, 1936]), the people
are shown to be heroic, and shrewd judges of character (they mob the
bourgeois racist that yells “Down with the Jews” in Potemkin). If
authority figures in the traditional regime are mere caricatures, the proles are noble and reliable, at times straining credulity just as far
in the other direction.

By the time the first part of Ivan the Terrible was released in 1945, Eisenstein was a mere shadow of his former self, still struggling with
Part 2 of Ivan and plagued with the chronic heart condition that would kill him less than three years later. Worse yet, the static
iconography of his final film seemed to sanction Ivan’s tyranny (and, by implication, Stalin’s), and the second part of the trilogy he
envisioned (but failed to complete) was never released in his lifetime.

As a propagandist, none of Eisenstein’s efforts are as viscerally effective as Triumph of the Will, where Leni Riefenstahl demonstrated
that many of his cinematic innovations could be put just as easily in service to fascism as to Communist liberation. In that sense, charges
of formalism from his contemporaries were accurate, if ideologically misconstrued. One could say that Eisenstein was too much of an
artist to make a good ideologue. His cinematic art will long outshine the work of the Nazi propagandists who learned so much from
him. 
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The Unholy 3

Hollywood Horrors of the 1930s

In Brief

A “Talkie” remake of Tod Browning’s 1925 silent film. A trio of former sideshow
performers double as the “Unholy Three” in a scam to nab some shiny rocks.
This was Lon Chaney’s only speaking performance, his untimely death the same
year preventing him from becoming the premiere horror icon of the 1930s and
giving this opportunity to Karloff and Lugosi.

Jack Conway | USA | 1930 | 74 minutes

Lon Chaney Sr. was a performer that bestowed so many tremendously
exciting, scary, and unforgettable characters onto the world. Of course he
was the "Man of 1000 Faces", but it is important to take a minute and
truly digest why he received that title. He could do almost anything for his
time, and whenever he was on screen, the film was taken to another
level. While he is mainly recognized for The Phantom of the Opera and
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, he has over 150 titles to his resume. He
appeared in 10 films directed by Tod Browning, and one of the most popular is The Unholy Three. For those who have never seen a silent
film, but always wanted to take the plunge, The Unholy Three is the perfect one to pop your cherry. 

Many will say this is simply a dress rehearsal for Browning's Freaks, as both have a quite a bit in common, but dismissing it because of
that is rather unwarranted. The mere inclusion of Chaney makes The Unholy Three different, but the opening sequence lets everyone
know who is at the helm as the camera enters a room filled with sideshow performers that could only be found in a Browning picture,
including Siamese twins, a fat lady, a sword swallower, and more. It's more of a foreshadowing of the future than a rough draft. Among
the "freaks" are Hercules (Victor McLaglen), Tweedledee, and Professor Echo the Ventriloquist. Echo's girlfriend is pickpocket and
fellow con artist Rosie (Mae Busch). One day the "freak show" performance of Tweedledee "The 20 Inch Man" and Hercules gets out
of hand when a child is assaulted by Tweedledee. Ultimately a man's money is taken by Rosie.

This prompts Echo to engineer a scheme involving a pet store as a front. The plan will have Echo dressing up as Rosie's grandmother,
Mrs. "Granny" O'Grady. Since the store sells parrots, Echo, er, Granny O'Grady will make them "talk" using his ventriloquism techniques.
Tweedledee acts as the grandchild of the bunch. The customers soon report that the parrot does not talk anymore, which results in
Granny visiting their home so they immediately speak in her presence. She brings Tweedledee along, and together they case the home,
which is later robbed with the aid of Hercules. 

Granny is staying in a room located next to the pet store, which is
owned by the dorky Hector MacDonald (Matt Moore). Rosie is used
to distract Hector as his girlfriend, but soon genuine feelings
emerge between the two. Echo becomes incredibly jealous, and
begins skipping out on the robberies so he can keep an eye on
Rosie. Tweedledee cannot keep waiting for Echo, so he convinces
Hercules that they can act as a duo. One of these nights out
concludes with the murder of the wealthy Mr. Arlington, who had
been an unhappy parrot owner that also had expensive jewels. To
kill two birds with one stone, Hector is framed for the murder in
hopes that they all can be free and Echo can win Rosie back. 

Unfortunately Rosie's love for Hector reached the point where she
is prepared to turn the Unholy Three in unless Hector is freed. The
solution is to kidnap Rosie and take her to their mountain hideout
cabin. Echo is forced to make a decision, and one could probably
guess what that decision is, but the way he tries to make things
right is a plot twist that could only work in a silent film, and only by
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a character played by Lon Chaney. On the surface it sounds formulaic, but I can
assure you the execution is anything but hackneyed. The Unholy Three is a very
silly film, but also a gripping and moving one at the same time. 

Chaney prepared for his role by remembering a thief he met while traveling in
his youth. He emulated the man's attitude and mannerisms. One of the many
joys of this zany story is watching Chaney switch from Echo to Granny. He was
42 years old at the time, yet his rough chameleon like face manages to be
convincing as an old woman. Chaney's facial structure was not his only asset.
He was extremely expressive with his entire body, and looking at how he
changes to assume the normal identity of Echo and the phony one of Granny
is simply sensational. One of the qualities I find fascinating about movies
dealing with ventriloquists is examining what the dummy represents to that
person. In this case, Rosie falls for a very honest gentleman in Hector, a man
who does not hesitate in unburdening his true feelings. That is precisely what
Echo has trouble doing, thus he uses the dummy, or a disguise as a means of
expressing himself. This commonly results in a distorted and disturbed mind,
which is definitely Echo. This can also be observed in the 1978 film Magic. 

Mae Busch was already a versatile actress by the time she filmed The Unholy
Three. Having been directed twice by the infamous Eric Von Stroheim in The
Devil's Passkey and the terrific Foolish Wives, she was unquestionably able to
carve a notch in her belt. Nevertheless it would hard for anyone to hold their
own in this eclectic cast. Luckily Browning affords some juicy scenes to Busch,
most notably where Rosie finally acknowledges that she could be in love with
Hector. She struggles with herself in an intense fashion, and it is one of the
few moments where Busch has the opportunity to shine. Admittedly she
possesses barely a speck of chemistry with Matt Moore's Hector, but she and
Chaney are a perfect fit together. Her plea to Echo in the woods during the
final portion of the story is mesmerizing. 

I doubt Lon Chaney took a back seat to many people in his career, but Harry Earles nearly accomplishes that feat as Tweedledee. There
is no doubt that he rivals Chaney's Echo as the paramount reason to watch The Unholy Three. 1925 was a different time for dwarf
actors, but Earles totally and completely relishes in the part. Captivating and hilarious, Earles goes from smoking a cigarette and
threatening a man twice his size to dressing like a toddler and playing with a toy. A more conniving and murderous dwarf cannot be
found anywhere. Tweedledee is the member of the group that accentuates the problems. He is an untrustworthy and dangerous little
rat, but Earles is fantastic as such. One of the best sequences has Tweedledee unlocking the cage of the pet store gorilla, and letting
him loose on everyone in sight. The scene is staged in a most brilliant way since the gorilla is actually just a chimpanzee. Earles doubles
for Chaney so the gorilla appears gigantic. 

The Unholy Three does contain an Oscar winner oddly enough, and he is British star Victor McLaglen, recognizable for his numerous
turns in John Ford films, particularly Irish speaking parts such as She Wore a Yellow Ribbon and The Quiet Man, an exquisite film earning
him a second nomination. As Hercules he is simply the strong brute of the trio, the one being taken advantage of since he is all muscle.
As intimidating as he is intended to be, it is Earles' Tweedledee that does most of the bullying towards Hercules. That combination of
opposites is a pleasure to view in action. As for Matt Moore as Hector MacDonald, his Harold Lloyd like traits are meant to be
exaggerated so that seeing Echo get increasingly aggravated is more funny than chilling. 

Tod Browning was known for many talents, but his visual prowess never gets enough praise. He integrates quite a few neat tricks, such
as the word balloons over the birds heads. He also succeeds in the pacing of his films, and the delivery of certain scenes. At a brisk 86
minutes, The Unholy Three has the best running time for this type of story. Browning adapted Clarence Aaron "Tod" Robbins' novel
with Waldemar Young, but made sure that it did not overstay its welcome, which some respected silent filmmakers tended to forget.
The fact that the viewer and the unholy three themselves know more than the victims make the concept a blast. The best scene is when
a police office starts playing with Tweedledee's elephant toy, which holds the stolen jewels. No one knows what they should do while
this cop gets warmer and warmer. It is suspense in the finest sense of the word.

Deception, secrets, and irony infuse The Unholy Three as if those elements were going out of style. Multiple situations are blown
because of characters overhearing others through doors. Exactly how thin were doors constructed back then anyhow? It seems almost
everyone except Hector is hiding something from another person, but Browning juggles each character's thoughts and attitude
splendidly. He also is adept at communicating the ventriloquist illusion despite the fact that we cannot hear Chaney's voice. The
spectacular acting from Chaney, along with brilliantly timed reactions from the supporting cast, reinforces this artifice. 

I saw The Unholy Three in New York City for a rare screening at the Walter Reade Theater where Grammy nominated musician Gary
Lucas was on hand to perform his own score for the film. Apart from the distraction of watching him juggle various guitars, I admired
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Lucas' enthusiasm and creativity in giving the characters their own themes, and
injecting the macabre thriller with an added layer of humor. He is a talented guitarist
with approximately 20 acclaimed albums to his name, and he even fielded questions
following the movie. He was grateful have the opportunity to compose a score for the
film, but admitted some of it was improv and fresh depending on what sprung to his
head as it played. 

The Unholy Three was immensely popular, so much so that Earles' irreplaceable
character influenced a Little Rascals episode and a Bugs Bunny short involving a cigar
smoking gangster child. If that wasn't enough, Lon Chaney remade the film 5 years
later in 1930 as a sound picture. It was Chaney's first and only talkie as he died of throat
cancer weeks after the release. That version was directed by Jack Conway, who
attempts to duplicate Browning's style, but the subtle changes are noticeable, and
thus many of Browning's striking compositions are gone. Elements of surprise and
suspense are slightly altered, such as Earles playing with the toy elephant just to name
one. 

What is truly sad is that Chaney translates to talkies with superlative results. He sounds
like a natural star of that era, and who knows what he could have accomplished had he
lived longer. His legacy ended with the line "I'll send you a Postal Card." Overall it is only
marginally below the original. It is just as rare as the silent version, and has never been
released on VHS or DVD, unless you include bootlegs from the super rare TCM airings.
For movies like these that hardly ever see the light of day unless it is in a big city, the only way you will be able to enjoy it yourself is by
petitioning for a DVD release.

The Unholy Three is blend of comedy, horror, and suspense about misfits striking back at normal society. It is also about how one
mean conceals his true nature under the guise of someone who is evil. It is far from a flawless film. Many unanswered question will
pop into your head. For instance, how can Echo disguise his voice so that it sounds as if it is emanating from a person halfway across
the room? There are more, but not one is annoyingly bothersome. This is a fun movie that is well worth checking out. Keep checking
the IMDB page for showtimes and air dates. 

- Chad Webb, http://www.411mania.com/movies/
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Daisies (Sedmikrásky)

Pearls of the Czech New Wave

In Brief

Maybe the New Wave’s most anarchic entry, Věra Chytilová’s absurdist farce
follows the misadventures of two brash young women. Believing the world to be
“spoiled,” they embark on a series of pranks in which nothing—food, clothes,
men, war—is taken seriously. Daisies is an aesthetically and politically adventurous
film that’s widely considered one of the great works of feminist cinema.

Czechoslovakia | 1966 | 74 minutes

Never break the chain 

"I never cared about leaving a legacy behind. After I'm gone: darkness." 

Věra Chytilová, in Journey/Cesta, 2004. 

To ponder whether the subject film is actually an exploration of the value of
meaning within film, is well, a rather large, seemingly limitless and possibly unanswerable question. It is of the kind which theses are
made. Though perhaps not as big as the meaning of life, the unwise and everything as travellers in Douglas Adams' galaxy oft pondered,
and indeed, the answer to this question is not forty-two. There is a quality to Věra Chytilová's Daisies/Sedimkrásky which makes it
obscure and indefinite, like looking at an object through mist or underwater. Since you are never quite sure of what you are looking
at, the curiosity of wanting to identify it makes you keep looking in the hope that clarity will descend.

A better question, perhaps, is posed by Chytilová's heroines, the Maries, whether, "it matters," or "it doesn't matter," this is the heart
of the film, around which various vignette 'happenings' are constructed. The girls consider their world has become spoiled, so, they
too can be spoiled. Like all the best films, Daisies is a provocation and a divisive one. Whether it provokes reactions of awe, amusement,
confusion, or perhaps, disgust matters little, but, what does matter, is what the film leaves you with. In the case of this one, it is a series
of images and moments which are so striking, that once seen; they are almost indelibly seared into the mind.  

I am loathe to use the word 'meditative' to describe Daisies, since it seems to be the go-to buzzword for film's that lack obvious
meaning or stucture in the classical sense, but it does feel that way. For all the readings that have been placed upon it – which Peter
Hames explores in the accompanying booklet for this DVD – Daises feels strangely weightless, and you are left with the desire to grab
onto the Maries before they drift off somewhere else, with someone else, musing over something else. Dream-like this film might be,
but it is more arresting than restful. 

As Adams' travellers found, learning the true meaning of everything was something of an anti-climax. Similarly, trying to fathom exactly
what Daisies might be leaves one caught up in a labyrinthine tangle of everything from feminism to nihilism with a dash of biblical
symbolism for good measure. The true value in and enjoyment of the film arises from its distinctive aesthetic, and in letting its strange,
powerful imagery wash over you. There are few films – save for Kenneth Anger's Magick Lantern Cycle, the experimental films of Jane
Arden and Jack Bond or the psychedlic hues of Richard Lester's Petulia – that are bolder and brighter than this, foregrounded by the
digitally restored print. 

For all that feeds our eyes, there is just as much to feed the ears. The use of amplified
sounds, whether they are the creaks that replicate the rickety moves of a mannequin,
the trumpet calls or the Soviet cinema undertones of the film's percussive score, they
all work to enhance the experience of watching. This is a sensory film, and plays with
our expectations, offering up images and sound whose dislocation jars us, unveiling
surprises as it goes along, with equally surprising deftness, a shock in itself since this
film is something of a rally cry against a unified look and feel. Whether this is a
purposeful statement, mere artistic playfulness or a combination of the two is hard to
decipher.

Stylistically and creatively, it is entirely unbound, and fittingly so, given that Chytilová
wanted for freedom in every sense in order to bring her vision, her art, to life without
the burdens of constraint. Perhaps then, it is less a thesis on semantics and more a
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manifesto for Czech new wave, helmed by its founding mother, unleashing her
mischievous, rebellious child of a film on an unsuspecting, and for the most part,
unprepared public, having more in common with filmmakers carving out a new wave
of their own in France, than the output of her fellow countrymen. Chytilová's work
clearly inspired that of her friend, Jacques Rivette, and his 1974 film, Celine and Julie
Go Boating / Céline et Julie vont en bateau. A more obvious comparison can be drawn
between Chytilová and her French equivalent, Agnès Varda. Upon seeing Jitka
Cerhová (Marie 1) and Ivana Karbanová (Marie 2) on screen for the first time, I was
struck by how much they reminded me of Corinne Marchand's self-absorbed heroine
in search of something more, Cleo Victoire in Cleo from 5 to 7 / Cléo de 5 à 7. Like
Varda, Cleo stands apart as the only truly feminine voice of the boys club that was the
nouvelle vague, Chytilová and Daisies is just as rare and just as exemplary of the
cinematic and artistic achievements that can be reached, when director's, in
retrospect, come to represent work which is the exception to the filmmaking rules of
the period. 

If anything, Daisies feels like transnational film, rather than one bound to the shape
and space of nation. Often, a film's country of origin can be discerned by intricacies
of style, "it looks like..," music and dialogue "it sounds like," sets or costuming "it
feels like" Here, again, Daisies stands not as a delicate national flower, and more of a
lone reed. By way of a test, I muted the sound and turned off the subtitles, just to see
how my experience of the film altered. Against my expectations, it retained its power,
both in the visual and emotional sense. Of course, this comes as little surprise since
some of the most affecting work in cinema stems from the silent era. After all, the
bathos and pathos Chaplin and Keaton evoked is not lessened by the lack of sound in

their pictures.

In answering a question, my experiment presented a further, commonly forgotten revelation: film, in addition to being a form of mass
entertainment, is also an art, whether using celluloid or a flat canvas as the starting point. In the hands of artist filmmakers like Věra
Chytilová and Chris Marker, this has never been truer, and the surrealist echoes of Daisies recall Salvador Dali as much as Luis Buñuel.
Paused, as I write this, like a neatly constructed tableau, the Maries stand in the harsh glare of a gaudy spotlight, with a ruby red curtain
like Dorothy's magical slippers as their backdrop, hands clasped together – one blonde, one brunette; one dressed in black one in
white like in and yang, merging together until you never really know which is which or even if it matters.

These girls are far from the pure and as the film progresses, their behaviour turns from mischievous to anarchistic, culminating in their
gluttonous feast-turned-rampage in the final segment. Their actions prove they are not the little dolls that they pretend to be or as
innocent as the daisy garland they adorn themselves with. But they, and the filmic world they inhabit, are beautiful. Amongst the all
the excess and the spoils of their ever-changing world, their remains a purity about them, something childlike within them, something
admirable about their desire to try everything and comforting in the depth and stability of their tightly bonded friendship, outlasting
fights, their constant stream of loves struck suitors, and even, death. That is the film's triumph, even when the Maries exhibit ugly,
selfish, behaviour; they are still beautiful and intriguing. In making them so, Chytilová poses further questions about the way we see
world and how we are seen by others within it.  The final seconds of this film may leave a bitter taste, but the sting in this tale is one
of the many reasons why it is such a memorable one.

Searching for meaning within Daisies and deciphering it is all a part of the game, and is undoubtedly a part of its enduring appeal, even
if that game feels impossible to win. It is a testament to the film's visual potency and Chytilová's considerable skill that a seventy-three
minute film is still being discussed forty years after its release. Daisies is a challenging and thought-provoking film, with a timeless
beauty which has seen it become both a source of admiration and inspiration; the fondness expressed for it has only blossomed over
time. Though Věra Chytilová's cinema may be categorised as controversial and uncompromising, but it also bears the hallmarks of a
filmmaker with the power, passion and conviction to stand behind her work. That, and
the importance of Daisies is unquestionable.

- L.K. Weston, www.cineoutsider.com
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Thunder Rock

Ghosts

In Brief

David Charleston (Michael Redgrave, reprising his stage role) during the 1930s is a
disillusioned British war correspondent. He was a fervent anti-Fascist and an opponent
of appeasement. His newspaper reports about German rearmament are censored by
the editor of his newspaper. So he quits to go on a speaking tour of Britain using the
slogan "Britain Awake!", but when people are indifferent he becomes cynical and
chucks civilization. He works alone in Canada as a government lighthouse keeper in a
Lake Michigan lighthouse. When Charleston finds a ship's log from a steamer that went
down in the waters near Thunder Rock in 1849, he studies the names of the passengers
who had drowned in the tragedy and through his rich imagination conjures them up as
specters he communicates with. Charleston soon finds he brings to life in his mind the
same world he left behind, and when he can't dismiss them he becomes instead
inspired by their tales of woe and, in the not too subtle message, realizes he must find
a way to be a part of the struggle against Fascism in England. 

Dennis Schwartz

UK | 1942 | 112 minutes

The Boulting Brothers' (John & Roy) debut film, Thunder
Rock (UK/1942) has been on my to-see list since about 1978 or
1979, making it a 30-plus-year quest. The film got on my list
early thanks to the (overly) heavy influence in my formative
cineaste years of Leslie Halliwell, who ranked it a particular
favorite. So watching it two nights ago inevitably was
accompanied by a slight disappointment, not that I really
knew what to expect. And yet the vague feeling of letdown
was salved somewhat by a sense of delighted surprise at how
weird the film was -- and I mean Powell & Pressburger-style
weirdness, and this before P&P's Life and Death of Colonel
Blimp, A Canterbury Tale, A Matter of Life and Death, and the
rest.

The movie came from a 1939 play of pseudo-philosophic bent
-- a flop in New York but a resonant hit in Britain during the
war years -- and in the transfer from stage to screen there
evidently were noticeable changes, with the historical
flashbacks apparently taking up more of the film version's
running time than was the case with the stage rendition.
There are actually two sets of flashbacks in this; one detailing the lighthouse keeper's recent history as a globetrotting, crusading
journalist and book author futilely trying to awaken the distracted British and the U.S. public to the rise of fascism in Europe and Japan.
The other and longer set going back 90 years to the lives and fates of persecuted immigrants fleeing Europe for America on a packet
steamer doomed to shipwreck during a Lake Michigan gale.

The story is weird in the telling and perhaps even weirder to convey in a short review. The Thunder Rock of the title is an isolated
lighthouse plunked onto a barren rock in the middle of Lake Michigan due east-mortheast of Racine and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Having
lived in Milwaukee for four years during my college years it's hard to think of anything fairly close to that city as being mysterious. In
this film it's almost made to seem as remote as King Kong's Skull Island. Maybe you had to be in Britain at the time to see it this way...

In short, our journalist martyr anti-isolationist hero, David Charleston (Michael Redgrave), has given up the game of crying wolf,
resigned to world collapse, and retreated in his own form of defeatist isolation to the boring comfy post of lighthouse keeper on
Thunder Rock. The story begins as civil service bureaucrats notice an odd discrepency in the government ledgers showing a seemingly
impossible credit in its favor. They trace it to the fact that Charleston (waiting for the world to end and in no use of money) has not
been cashing his paychecks. Officials board a pontoon biplane, with Charleston's level-headed adventure buddy Streeter (James Mason)
in tow to help talk some sense into him.

Streeter's pep talks to rouse Charleston from his lethargy and get him to reengage with the world largely fall on deaf ears, making him
even more adament at staying put. Charleston, it seems, has gone a bit off the deep end, obsessing over the contents of a placard
commemorating an 1849 shipwreck in which a steamer carrying immigrants from the old world sank only yards from the present
lighthouse, with the loss of all 60 hands and crew. In pondering their fates, and trying to understand why (like him) they ran from
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persecution, he begins to conjure an elaborate fantasy in which he believes he actually
sees their ghosts and their lives reincarnate. His main ally in this is the ghost of the
ship's captain, who, like Streeter, seems given to straight talk and who vigorously
criticizes Charleston's self pity and misplaced idealism about the immigrants.
Charleston's constructs of the immigrants lives, it seems, are prim and shallow, and
the captain lets him know it, guiding him, a la Dicken's A Christmas Carol, to flashbacks
showing them as they really were, warts and all, and mainly showing him the courage
that they had, to fight and to act, in contrast to Charleston.

This is all very interesting, but it is here that Thunder Rock founders on the rocks of
mixed messages. The playwright or the screenplay writers at some point get
themselves into a bit of a sticky wicket by suggesting that these courageous immigrants
from persecution are somehow cowards for not staying in the old world and fighting
(thus, facing almost certain misery and death) rather than starting anew and planting
their ideals in the new world. It's an absurd conceit and it seems adopted as a way to
rather lunkheadedly mirror Charleston's cowardice and resignation. To say the least, it
does not work, nor does the Leni Reifenstahl like iconography at the end of Charleston
silhouetted heroically against the clouds as he moves forth again into the world.

The film's rather lumpen contrasts are sometimes embarassing. In a scene set in a
movie theater, the earnest Charleston (in flashback) seats himself, rapt in the newreels
about Hitler entering the Sudentenland and annoyed by the boredom and distraction
of his fellow film patrons, all of whom perk up when the Popeye cartoon unreels to let
them laugh their troubles away. Interestingly, in Preston Sturges' film of the same year,
Sullivan's Travels, we are told that this is a good thing.

David Shipman, in his marvelously bitchy The Story of Cinema, calls the film meretricious
for acting high and mighty in hindsight ("see I told you so"), and I definitely see his point. Also, the idea of chiding the audience for being
a bunch of dumb asses (though it may be true) as a way of rousing its patriotic fervor is fraught with peril (you were all stupid and blind,
but you won't make that mistake again)... I won't even go there.

Thunder Rock is filled with plenty of what must have been considered thought-provoking philosophic meat at the time, and indeed its
quirkiness and vivid historical reenactments make for a good show, as do the beautiful performances of Frederick Valk as a visionary
physician hounded for his early adoption of anesthetic and Barbara Mullen as a feminist suffragette. This latter story, though somewhat
pedantic in presentation, is also very moving and surprisingly enlightened, though perhaps not so much when one realizes how much
"man's work" women were called upon to do during the war years.

Despite the absurdities of its central, misguided argument, the film is a memorable, little-discussed gem. Some will either find its period
prejudices charming or recoil in horror at same. I'm thinking specifically of a slimy Japanese delegate, made-up ridiculously and played
very broadly by an obviously non-Asian actor.

James Mason-o-philes might be under the impression that he's in the film a lot. He isn't, but hits bullseye early on. The lighthouse also
does not figure in the film as much as I thought it would. Other impressions I got while watching included reminiscences of the
supernatural elements in the 1941 film version of The Devil and Daniel Webster, though it is unlikely that that film could have had any
influence over the ghostly distortion effects in this due to the closeness of their production dates. Finley Currie was kind of a perfect
type for a sea captain, hawk-nosed and weathered and gruff, a bit of a contrast to Rex Harrison's urbane curmudgeonly ghostly sea
captain in 1947's The Ghost and Mrs. Muir.

Hitchcock probably would have loved the model work, which is obvious but well enough done to add charm rather than to detract.

Gravy’s Movie Notes Blogspot

True grit

Working-class turncoats, sell-out MPs, knifewielding thugs ... the Boulting brothers shot angry, uncompromising films about Britain's
underbelly. So how did they end up making sex comedies? 

It is when the delayed-action flatulence pills come out that you realise the Boulting brothers have gone awry. Midway through their
1973 comedy Soft Beds, Hard Battles, the young ingenue played by Béatrice Romand administers "knockout drops" to a group of high-
ranking Nazi officers who frequent the brothel where she works. The pills, dissolved in glasses of champagne, cause the officers to
belch, burp and fart loudly. Then, when their internal plumbing breaks down completely, they all expire, falling down dead like skittles.
In its own sub-Viz fashion, the scene is funny enough. What is dismaying to see is John and Roy Boulting, once among the most
adventurous and politicised of British film-makers, reduced to gags that even Dick Emery and Benny Hill might have blanched at.
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The transformation of the Boultings - from "earnest evangelicals", as
they were characterised early in their career, into lazy satirists making
sex comedies - is one of the more dispiriting tales in post-war British
film history. The irony is that they were following a similar path to that
pursued by Stanley Windrush in two of their best-known films,
Private's Progress (1956) and I'm All Right Jack (1959). Stanley always
wanted to do his bit for Britain, but the institutions he tried to serve
invariably let him down. The film industry in which the Boultings
worked for more than 40 years was every bit as corrupt and inefficient
as the army outfit that Stanley joined in wartime or the factory where
he took a job in the postwar years.

Back in 1937, when the Boultings formed Charter Film Productions,
their idealism was unwavering. Their best early features railed against
injustice in passionate and polemical fashion. Pastor Hall (1940),
inspired by the persecution of Pastor Niemoller, was the first feature
to expose the horror of the Nazi concentration camps.

Thunder Rock (1943) was the most inventive and idiosyncratic British propaganda film made during the war. Based on a play by the
American writer Robert Ardrey, this was a ghost story about a journalist (Michael Redgrave) so disillusioned by Europe's apathetic
response to the rise of fascism in the 1930s that he had taken a job as a lighthouse keeper on a desolate promotory in Lake Michigan.
A hundred years before, we discover, a ship bringing immigrants from the old world sank near Thunder Rock and everyone perished.
In the course of the film, the drowned men and women all appear in front of Redgrave. The symbolism is a little heavy-handed; the
doomed ship stands for Europe lurching toward disaster. Inevitably, Redgrave is shaken out of his pacifism and re-engages in the fight
against fascism.

At the time Thunder Rock was made, John Boulting was in the RAF and his twin brother Roy was a captain in the army. They were in
their late 20s (having been born within minutes of each other in 1913). John Boulting, five minutes older than Roy, had enrolled in the
International Brigade in the Spanish civil war, working as an ambulance driver on the front lines. As Roy told historian Brian McFarlane,
they had a reputation of being a "couple of toffee-nosed bastards, arrogant, opinionated, inflexible, difficult", but they were quickly
recognised as precocious talents, possessed (according to fawning 1940s news reports) of "pep, audacity and red-hot ideas".

To really get the measure of what exciting talents the Boultings were in the 1940s, you need only watch the chase sequence early on
in Brighton Rock (1947) in which gangster Pinkie Brown (Attenborough) and his gang hunt down Kolly Kibber through a bank holiday
in Brighton, eventually cornering him on a fairground ghost train and murdering him. Brighton Rock was attacked on its release as a
lurid British attempt at emulating the Hollywood gangster thriller (it was "false, cheap, nasty sensationalism" in the Daily Mirror's
words) but what's so striking about it now is the verve with which the Boultings use their locations. The hunt for Kibber is shot at
breathtaking pace, with the quarry jumping on and off buses, running down alleys and desperately searching for refuge in pubs or at
the fairground. If an Italian or French director had shot such a sequence, it would have been extolled as neo-realism at its best.

Perhaps the pivotal film in the Boultings' early career was Fame is the Spur (1946), their big-budget adaptation of Howard Spring's
novel. Its storyline has a strange resonance for the Blair era. Hamer Radshaw (Michael Redgrave) is an idealistic Labour politician who
rises to the rank of cabinet minister but sheds his ideals as he begins to nestle close to the heart of the establishment. The film was
not a success at the box office. In the years that followed, the Boultings' own idealism seemed to dissipate. "These Film Men Are
Enthusiasts," the Daily Worker had proclaimed at the time of Brighton Rock, but soon they were being written about as "debunkers"
and "mickey takers" whose pet hobby was lampooning the establishment.

The brothers delighted in their new-found reputation as the British film industry's curmudgeons. "Our chief source of pride," John
Boulting said, "is that we've managed to aggravate, provoke, irritate, annoy and perhaps stimulate practically every side of the business.
I think we're now accepted, rather like the local public lavatory. People wish it wasn't there and that its function wasn't even necessary
but, alas, it does fulfil a basic purpose."

Their shift in style in the 1950s was far from unique. Many of their contemporaries underwent similar transformations as they attempted
to cope with the upheavals in British cinema in the postwar years. Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat graduated from directing such lithe
and ambitious fare as The Rake's Progress (1945) and I See a Dark Stranger (1946) to making St Trinian's movies. Powell and
Pressburger, responsible for such glories as The Red Shoes and A Matter of Life and Death in the late 1940s, were reduced to boys'
own pot-boilers like The Battle of the River Plate (1956) and Ill Met by Moonlight (1957).

The Boultings' choice of leading man was instructive. In the 1940s, they had worked with Michael Redgrave, who excelled at playing
neurotic but hard-driving idealists. In the 1950s, their new protagonist in Private's Progress and I'm All Right Jack was Ian Carmichael,
best known for playing nincompoops in the Bertie Wooster mould.

Arguably, the Boultings never really had a choice - comedies were all they could get financed. "The brothers were always political.
John fought in the Spanish civil war," Richard Attenborough says. "But they had a marvellous sense of humour. I think what they
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wanted to say they found almost impossible to mount commercially in straight dramas, whereas in satirical comedies of some kind,
they could raise the finance."

Given his gilded reputation today, it's perversely enjoyable watching Attenborough play an archetypal spiv in Private's Progress and
a shady businessman in I'm All Right Jack. In the latter film, the Boultings elicited one of Peter Sellers's greatest performances as the
shop steward, Fred Kite. Wearing a Hitler moustache and constantly making absurdly sentimental claims on behalf of Stalin's Russia
("all them cornfields and ballet in the evening!"), Kite is nonetheless a melancholy figure, browbeaten by his wife and daughter. Even
when he sides with the bosses he despises, most audiences feel at least a measure of sympathy for him.

There was a streak of puritanism about the Boultings. In the late 1940s, John famously attacked the self-indulgence of the British film
industry, complaining that there were "too many banquets, too many champagne-soaked conventions, too many luxurious offices, too
many ornate brochures, too much tasteless advertising and too much undiluted, unprofitable and unproductive nonsense".

They defended their ever more bilious attacks on the establishment in all its guises by claiming that their new obsession was standing
up for the indivudal's rights against big business and organised labour.

The trade unions were infuriated by I'm All Right Jack. During its production, the Boultings were drawn into a five-year legal battle with
the Association of Cine Technicians for not paying their union dues. They argued that the film - like their subsequent satires at the
expense of the church (Heavens Above), the civil service (Carlton-Browne of the FO) and the legal system (Brothers in Law) - took no
particular side. Perhaps that was the problem. As they busily poked fun at everyone who crossed their radar, few could work out what
their movies stood for.

Their attempts to stay relevant to 1960s audiences produced some curious results. The Family Way (1966), adapted from a play by Bill
Naughton, was full of stock types in their 50s - scolding housewives and heavy-drinking patriarchs - who appeared to belong to an
entirely different world to the young couple, played by Hywel Bennett and Hayley Mills, struggling to consummate their marriage.
Still, even the weakest efforts invariably threw up moments to savour. Soft Beds, Hard Battles, for instance, wasn't just about flatulence
jokes and cheap gags at the expense of the Nazis, but also featured some inspired clowning from Sellers in half a dozen different roles.

"When we started, we made low-budget films with a high mind. They earned us wonderful notices, many letters from earnest film
lovers, and the deep suspicion of the film industry," the brothers once said. Their response was to make high-budget films with a low
mind. For all the laughs their comedies still elicit, you can't help but detect a note of regret in their remarks. Just like Terry-Thomas's
lazy, moustache-twirling Major Hitchcock in Private's Progress and I'm All Right Jack, they took the easy route - and their films suffered. 

Geoffrey Macnab

The Guardian, Friday 16 April 2004
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Seven Men from Now

Budd Boetticher – The Ranown Cycle

In Brief

Ex-sheriff Ben Stride tracks the seven men who held up a Wells Fargo office and killed his
wife. Stride is tormented by the fact that his own failure to keep his job was the cause
of his wife’s working in the express office and thus he is partly responsible for her death.
Stride encounters a married couple heading west for California and helps them. Along
the way they are joined by two n’er-do-wells, Masters and Clete, who know that Stride
is after the express-office robbers. They plan to let Stride lead them to the bandits, then
make away with the loot themselves. But they aren’t the only ones carrying a secret.

USA | 1956 | 78 minutes

I love Westerns. They are an action-orientated genre, which, for
better and for worse, capture a national myth, while usually
exploring often intertwined subject matter of interest to me: the
American cult of violence, masculinity, sexuality/gender, and race.
Add to that, the fact that genre has attracted the attention of
some of classical Hollywood’s best directors, and you get a large
and vibrant cross-section of films, many of which are stylistically,
narratively, and morally complex (as a side note: moral complexity
has become more and more important to me; not so much the
answers or easy conclusions, but the moral complexity of the
situations themselves). Most film aficionados have heard of such
great Western directors as John Ford and Howard Hawks, and the
more knowledgeable Western aficionados are well aware of such
luminaries of the genre as Anthony Mann and Samuel Fuller. The really, really knowledgeable usually mention the director Budd
Boetticher (pronounced Bet-ick-her) in the same breath, though his films are much harder to come across than the others. 

Between 1956 and 1960, Boetticher, then best known for his bullfighting films, directed seven B-movie Westerns starring Randolph
Scott (as he got older, I think Scott looked and sounded more and more like Gary Cooper), which were known as the Ranown Cycle,
so named after the production company of (Ran)dolph Scott and Columbia producer Harry Joe Br(own). Five of these movies, including
the first of the series, Seven Men From Now, were written by screenwriter and future director, Burt Kennedy (despite being lumped
in with the Ranown Cycle, Seven Men From Now was actually produced by John Wayne’s Batjac Productions for Warner Brothers). Each
semester, the UW Cinematheque features a retrospective of a particular directors works, and I’m glad that this time they chose
Boetticher, a director I’ve always been curious about; they will be showing six of the seven Ranown films (the only one they won’t be
showing is Westbound) as well as his 1951 film The Bullfighter and the Lady. 

While I was thinking about this movie, I was reading through some of the few sources I have on Boetticher, who was a particular
favorite of André Bazin. I came across Andrew Sarris’s Boetticher entry in The American Cinema, and I think one passage really captures
something about the Boetticher film that I saw last night: 

”Whatever his action setting, be it the corrida, the covered wagon, or the urban underworld, Boetticher is no stranger to the nuances
of machismo, that overweening masculine pride that provides both a style and a fatal flaw to his gun-wielding or cape-flourishing
characters. Boetticher’s films strip away the outside world to concentrate on the deadly confrontations of male antagonists. No
audience is required for the final showdown. It is man to man in an empty arena on a wide-screen before a very quiet, elemental
camera. Elemental but not elementary. Boetticher’s timing of action is impeccable. He is not a writer-director like Burt Kennedy or
Sam Peckinpah, but he is a much better storyteller.” (pg 125) 

Elemental is correct, in the tight, compact 77 minute running time of Seven Men From Now Boetticher sometimes makes Howard
Hawks look like Max Ophuls, as the camera does not move much. Despite taking place on the frontier (it was shot in Texas), and
employing a widescreen frame (as well as color photography), there is not an extensive usage of Fordesque vistas, instead much of
the action takes place in rather cramped quarters, such as the interior of a ponderosa wagon, or in the various caves, crags, and
crevices that characters use to take shelter. Even on the open prairie or in the desert, Boetticher employs tight framings, often in
close-up, of one or two characters, and uses shot/reverse shots instead of a roaming camera. Silence is another frequent motif of the
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film, as the main character, Ben Stride virtually defines stoic; even though there
actually is a lot of talk in the film (as Paul Schrader said in an article in Film
Comment about the rerelease of Seven Men From Now, which was considered
lost for many years, “talk is cheap.”), but there are many, more memorable
sequences in the film, where little, if nothing is said. 

The film begins with a flash of lightning and a bolt of thunder. It’s night, and a
thunderstorm is soaking the landscape. The credits and theme song, a ballad about
revenge, plays, before an unknown man, face turned away from the camera, walks
through the muddy landscape. He spies a campfire and walks over to it;
underneath a rock outcropping, two men are taking refuge from the rain. Sipping
coffee, they meet the stranger who is revealed to be Randolph Scott’s character
(named Ben Stride) warily, who asks if he can join them and get out of the rain. The
younger one seems to want to run away, but the older man keeps his cool. Talk
turns to the nearby town of Silver Springs. There was a robbery, seven men held-
up a Wells Fargo station, and in that robbery, a woman was killed. All seven men
got away. The older man says “That killin’, they ever catch up to them fellas that
done it?” Stride simply replies “Two of them.” The two men grab for there guns
and Boetticher cuts to a pair of horses lashed to a tree; gun shots ring out, scaring
the horses. 

The film parcels out little of Ben Stride’s motivation, at least at first. It’s clearly
revenge, but we don’t really learn what is driving Stride until later in the film. We
learn that Stride was once the sheriff of Silver Springs, but after 12 years, the
citizens held an election, and Stride lost. He was too proud to become merely a
deputy and could find no other work befitting an ex-sheriff, so his wife took the job
at the Wells Fargo station, and it was she who was killed by the bandits. Now,

Stride will not rest until all seven men are dead. 

While the revenge story is the main thrust of the plot, two other narrative strands are introduced later in the film. After Stride kills two
of the bandits, he takes their horses and rides towards a town called Flora Vista. Along the way he meets up with a wagon that has
become stuck in the mud. John Greer and his wife, Annie, are the owners of the wagon, and they are heading from back East to
California. Right from the start, the movie counterpoints the capable, stoic Stride with the rather helpless John Greer, who while,
affable, just talks and talks and talks, instead of getting things done. After helping them out of the mud, Stride prepares to ride off,
but Greer asks if he will ride with them to Flora Vista, rather fateful decision (and probably the right one, Greer is clearly out of his
element in the West). It’s fateful, because Stride almost immediately becomes attracted to Annie (Gail Russel). 

The third major plot strand is the introduction of the charismatic, ambiguous, outlaw Bill Masters, played by Lee Marvin, and his
sidekick, the monosyllabic Cleet. Also from Silver Springs, Masters knows the truth about Stride (and it is he who shares it with the
Greers, and the audience), as well as the fact that the seven men have stolen $20,000 in gold from Wells Fargo, and he’s out for the
gold, and willing to help Stride, to a point (we learn that two times, while Stride was sheriff, he locked up Masters), even saving Stride’s
life by killing one of the seven men (the fourth, and least important subplot of the movie, is a group of “marauding” Apaches, who are
simply looking for food and have taken to attacking small bands of travelers; a war party is chasing one of the seven men, and Stride
and Masters ride them off, as Stride turns to get the man’s horse, the outlaw draws his gun, but is cut down by Masters). Bill Masters
is almost like an evil twin of Stride (he wears a black hat to Stride’s tan one); he’s as equally well mannered as Stride, though there is
a twinge of mocking irony to his politeness, as if that kind of chivalry is as out of place on the frontier. Still, Masters shares much of
the same masculine ethos as Stride, “the put up or shut up” kind of attitude that they share. But more importantly, Masters too finds
himself (sexually) attracted to Annie Greer, and he also notices the growing attraction between Stride and Annie. It becomes clear as
the group rides on, how in effective John really is. Stride pretty much keeps his reservations to himself, but Masters readily voices his
own, calling John “half a man.” Soon thereafter, Annie and Ben are
doing the laundry together, and talk turns to John Greer, and his lack
of ability to provide for his wife. Annie Greer begins to mount
something of defense for her husband, and somewhat rhetorically
asks Ben, “Do you think I love him any less?” Somewhat,
unexpectedly, and with a voice tinged with anger, Stride replies with
a curt “Yes.” 

This scene comes before one of the key scenes in the movie. Again it
is night, and it is raining. Cleet and Masters are on watch; the Greers
and Stride have taken cover inside the wagon. Masters decides to get
himself a cup of coffee, and finds the other three sipping coffee
silently inside the wagon. We get a master shot of all four of them,
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with Masters and John in the rear of the wagon, and Annie and Stride in the front. Noting the growing tension between the three of
them, Masters begins to tell a very thinly veiled tale which is clearly about the growing attraction between Annie and Stride. Boetticher
frames the four of them into three groups, cutting back and forth between them emphasizing the figurative distance between them:
a close-up of Masters telling the story, a close-up of John with a pained expression on his face (he may be helpless, but he’s not stupid,
and more importantly, he really doesn’t say much of anything in this scene), and a two-shot of Annie and Stride. Eventually, Stride tires
of Masters needling (or perhaps he doesn’t like his true feelings mirrored in Masters and his story) and drives him and Cleet off. They
ride off into the night for Flora Vista. John takes watch, and Stride clambers underneath the wagon to his bed roll; above him, Annie
stretches out in her petticoat and corset, separated from Stride only by the wood planks of the floorboards (if it wasn’t for the
floorboards, she would be laying directly on top of him). Though the two of them don’t say much, it’s a rather suggestive scene. 

Masters and Cleet ride into Flora Vista where they meet up with the surviving four gang members. In return for a portion of the money
(though I’m sure they intended to double-cross the gang), Masters reveals where Stride is and when he will be arriving, in turn, the
leader of the gang, Bodeen, reveals that they hired John Greer to transport the strongbox with the gold from Silver Springs to Flora
Vista. Back at the Greer’s wagon, Stride prepares to leave, knowing what he will face in Flora Vista, and not wanting to endanger the
Greers, at least, not Annie. Annie hands Stride a neatly folded shirt, and the two of them impulsively, almost kiss, pulling away only at
the last minute. Stride rides off to finish his revenge. 

Stride rides through a rocky canyon, where he is ambushed by two of the gang members. Shot in the leg, Stride scrambles into the rocky
outcroppings, and takes a position in a small crevice, playing a dangerous game of hide and seek with the two outlaws. Still, they are
no match for him, and he kills both of them as they tried to position themselves for another attack. Stride, now wounded, and with
his horse having run-off, tries to capture one of the outlaw’s horses, but is knocked out in the process, to be found by the Greers later
in the day. They help him out, with Annie tending to his wounds, not knowing if he will make it. She wants John to ride ahead to Flora
Vista and fetch a doctor, but John reveals that he can not go to town without the wagon, finally confessing to his wife that they are
carrying the strongbox, but denying that he knew of the larger implications of his actions. Stride awakes and makes John throw the
strongbox off the wagon, and then shoos the two of them away, but before they leave, John hands Stride his rifle. 

In town, Bodeen and the other surviving gang member wait in the saloon with Masters and Cleet. They hear the wagon approach and
go outside; Masters and Cleet wait up on the porch of the saloon, as Bodeen and the other man go talk to them. John tells them that
he doesn’t have the money, revealing that Stride took it in the canyon. Bodeen and the other prepares to ride off to confront Stride.
John knows what he must do, not only to prove his manhood and repay the debt he owes Stride, but also redeem himself in the eyes
of his wife for the moral stain of helping the outlaws. He gets off the buckboard, and begins to walk towards the Sheriff’s office, which
is at the end of the dirt street; however, between the wagon and the sheriff station stands Bodeen and the other gang member. John
walks confidently, standing tall, and most importantly, at least thematically for the film, he walks in silence, saying only a few words
first to his wife (knowing that he is most likely to be killed) and then to Bodeen. He simply shrugs them off and continues to walk
towards the sheriff’s office, only to be shot in the back by Bodeen. Annie and the townspeople rush to John’s body, as Bodeen and his
henchman ride off. From the porch, Masters wryly remarks to Cleet that maybe John “wasn’t half a man,” before they too ride off for
the gold. 

Bodeen and his henchman arrive in the canyon, to find the strongbox in the very center of the wide canyon (the rocky canyon walls
are almost like a natural amphitheater, or befitting Boetticher, a corrida). Clearly, it’s an ambush set by Stride; the two of them develop
a plan to rope the strongbox and ride off with their money, but the henchman is quickly cut down by a bullet fired by an unseen
shooter. The death of the henchman drives Bodeen into the rocks, where he is cornered by Masters and Cleet, and shot down.
Shockingly, Masters turns on Cleet and shoots him dead also. In a tense scene, Masters walks down to the strong box, and is joined
by a limping Stride (who uses Greer’s rifle as a crutch). Masters wants the money and Stride won’t let him have it. They face off,
exchanging a few quick words, some about Annie and her new widowhood, but soon the two men lapse into silence, as they wait for
one or the other to draw (both men have displayed their gun prowess throughout the film). Boetticher’s camera cuts back and forth
between Stride and Masters, separating them into their own frames. The camera rests on Masters for a few beats longer than normal,
and then he goes for his gun, but there is an off-screen gun shot. Stride has killed Masters. 

Soon thereafter, in Flora Vista, men from Wells Fargo load the strongbox onto a wagon as
Stride watches over them. He turns to a waiting stage coach; Annie, dressed in black exits
from the hotel. Stride tells her it’s a good idea that she is going to California and that he is
returning to Silver Springs to take that job as deputy. He bids her farewell, and rides down
the dusty street. Annie watches Stride as he rides off, and the suddenly orders the
stagecoach driver to remove her bags. She doesn’t plan on going to California just yet.

- http://www.milkplus.blogspot.co.uk
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The Mask of Fu Manchu

Hollywood Horrors of the 1930s

In Brief

Englishmen race to find the tomb of Ghengis Khan. They have to get there
fast, as the evil genius Dr. Fu Manchu is also searching, and if he gets the
mysteriously powerful relics, he and his diabolical daughter will enslave the
world!

Adapted from Sax Rohmer’s stories, with Boris Karloff in ‘yellowface’ as the
titular villain.

USA | 1932 | 68 minutes

Fu Manchu is a pop cultural figure as guilt-provoking as he is indelible
and irresistible. His mixture of haughty, exotic nobility, ingenious
criminality, and infinitely perverse sadism is iconic. Without his example,
it’s doubtful we would have the James Bond variety of supervillain – Ian
Fleming was actively inspired by Fu’s creator Sax Rohmer and his brand
of pulp writing, especially with Dr. No – and also ultra-smart but sadistic
überfiends like Hannibal Lecter, nor cavalcade-of-cruelty dramas like
Saw and Hostel, proving that torture porn is not a recent invention.
Much of the juice of the film versions of Rohmer’s cult character came from their structural refrain of placing victims in Fu’s clutches
to be dispatched through the most lovingly invented and described varieties of slow and sticky ordeal and execution. The series begun
by Hammer studios in the mid ‘60s starring Christopher Lee used Fu Manchu as a natural riposte to the Bond films, but with the bad
guy as the focus, and also pulled off the admirable trick of making Fu Manchu a pop-art icon of devilish power-hunger and undying
threat to the status quo.

The Mask of Fu Manchu, directed by Charles Brabin (with uncredited work by Charles Vidor), is on the other hand a work of
unreconstructed Yellow Peril anxiety. This film was a reboot of a series starring Warner Oland that had begun in the late silent era, with
Boris Karloff, only a year into his sudden stardom as a silver screen ghoul, taking over the role. The plot of The Mask of Fu Manchu is
familiar pulp stuff, reproduced since almost unaltered in endless comic books and serials. Sir Nayland Smith (Lewis Stone), Fu’s
perpetual Scotland Yard nemesis, asks archaeologist Sir Lionel Barton (Lawrence Grant), to ensure that he, having located what he
believes to be Genghis Khan’s tomb and putting together an expedition to China to excavate it, make sure that he beats Fu to digging
it up, for the mastermind believes he can whip up a wave of fanatical warriors in taking up the Khan’s mantle by wielding the
conqueror’s mask and sword. Fu’s men capture Barton before he can get his team moving, however, and when he refuses to tell Fu
where the tomb is, he is subjected to torture, tethered under a giant bell that rings incessantly. Barton’s party of fellow archaeologists,
including his daughter, Sheila (Karen Morley), her hunky fiancée Terrence Granville (Charles Starrett), and colleague Von Berg (Jean
Hersholt), with Sir Nayland watching their backs, manage to penetrate the edge of the Gobi Desert and unearth the tomb, removing
the precious sword and mask. A high-stakes chess match develops as Fu threatens Barton’s life, pressuring Sheila and Terrence to
hand over the totems. Terrence caves in, but on handing the relics over, enrages Fu when they prove to be fakes. 

Barton is quickly killed and his body dumped. Terrence is placed in the hands of Fu’s daughter, Fah Lo See (Myrna Loy), whose torture
and near-rape of him is forestalled only by her father’s desire to use him further. Terrence is then tethered and forced to watch the
long, bloodcurdling process by which Fu puts together a serum, taking poison from all sorts of deadly animals, that will make him an
automaton in Fu’s control. Sir Nayland locates Fu’s lair under a tavern in the nearest city, but is swiftly captured in the labyrinth that
leads to it, amongst a proliferation of inflatable snakes. Terrence, under Fu’s influence, tricks Sheila and Hersholt into digging up the
real sword and mask, and then leads them into Fu’s waiting minions. Sir Nayland and Von Berg are both placed in familiar machines of
death, the policeman suspended over a pit of crocodiles with his counterweight’s sand slowly running out, and Von Berg between
slowly contracting spiky walls. But Sir Nayland manages to escape and, saving a revived Terrence and Von Berg, then turns Fu’s own
gigantic electrical beam onto him and the rest of his army, frying them, before Fu can sacrifice Sheila as an offering “to our gods”
(which ones?) as the cap to his ceremonial ascension as Genghis Khan’s heir. 

The influence of this specific film on the Indiana Jones movies is impossible to miss: the mind control trope and cabal of fanatical
foreign devils was utilised in Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (1984), and the finale, with bolts of lightning striking down the
massed evildoers, instantly evokes the end of Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981), on top of all the archaeological derring-do and historical
name-dropping. Unlike more modern variations, Mask takes no care at all to hide its roots in imperialist paranoia. The racism is rendered
in such flagrantly bogus terms that it’s hard to take seriously, and yet the film is certainly not in the least embarrassed about wielding
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the most paranoid, caricatured vision imaginable of Fu Manchu as an equal,
opposite master of reverse-imperialism inciting the “East”, apparently a
conglomeration of storybook Sultans, effete Asiatics and brawny, disposable
Africans, to war against the West. Taken at face value, the ludicrous
stereotypes, the rhetoric with which Fu whips up his followers, calling for them
to kill all white men and marry their women, and even the jokey final scene
offering up an ugly, dim-witted Chinese steward on a ship as a (phew) non-
brilliant, properly servile representative of the east, could make you want to
take a shower afterwards. Imperialist-era genre tales often revolved around
paranoia over the importation of the signs of foreign culture, and that’s acutely
visualised here in the almost surreal scene in which a collection of Egyptian
mummy cases disgorge living agents of Fu, swathed in bandages, to drug and
kidnap Barton, a touch that could have leapt straight out of Louis Feuillade, as
well as deeper, darker artists of the unconscious.

As is often the case when one scratches the surface of these types of story, all
these Orientalist masks are devices for tapping into the dark fantasies of the
audience, serving up lashings of cruelty and sexualised assault throughout.
This is especially, brilliantly invoked here by Loy’s performance as Fah Lo See,
who’s just as perverse as her father. He introduces her to a gathering of his
comrades in Eastern revolution as “my ugly and insignificant daughter”, taking
the presumed Chinese habit of modesty to an extreme, only for her then to
march out with an honour guard, revealing her actual appearance of
fearsomely imperious beauty, provoking all the gathered males to drool in lust.
She’s no shrinking lotus flower, and pappy delights in her eccentricities. She
has Terrence whipped by big black men whilst she quite obviously gets her

rocks off, screaming in ecstatics as the lashes smack against his flesh and demanding they whip "Faster! Faster!", before he’ll be injected
with that mind-control serum, which is partly intended to render him her mindless sex-slave. Loy, amusingly cast at the commencement
of her climb to real stardom, and yet obviously given the role because of her inimitable heavy-lidded looks, once told a story of how
she approached Brabin, having attempted to lend credibility to her role by reading up on Fah Lo See’s psychopathology, and telling
him, “Do you realise I’m playing a sadistic nymphomaniac?” No, he replied, no he did not. The spectacle of her asserting her control
over jut-jawed pretty-boy Starrett is gloriously subversive, and such an extreme vision of feminine cruelty and sexual rapacity would
barely reach a mainstream movie screen for decades more. Starrett’s later prostration before Fu and his musclemen is replete with all
sorts of glorious inversions, deeply homoerotic to boot. Fu himself is a curious by-product of two worlds, having received three
doctorates from Western universities, and he seems to have entirely bought into imperialist ideals, only waged from the opposite
ends – he embodies the anarchic impulse that comes from living in full awareness of the hypocrisy of a dominant hierarchy.

The Mask of Fu Manchu represents one of MGM’s few attempts to get in on the horror movie craze of the early ‘30s, bringing in Karloff
to take Oland’s place as the character’s remnant of exotic aristocratic poise is shoved aside to revel in his brutality, in a film that
emphasises the set-piece nature of its scenes of cruelty, over and above any sort of adventure film zest. There’s very little action before
the very end, and the film’s fun is leavened by a mid-section that is a static plod, as Smith and the rest of the expedition hole up in a
large house and try to anticipate Fu’s next move. The torture is the real selling point, in a film that takes the liberties expected of a pre-
Code drama. The emphasis of the direction is on celebrating Cedric Gibbons’ inspired sets depicting the Oriental-Moderne chic of Fu’s
hideout, and in lingering over the intricate delight Fu and Fah Lo See take in their predations, envisioning Fu as a master who blends
the occult and the scientific, teasing bolts of electricity onto the end of his long fingernail adornment in the process of testing the
mettle of the Khan’s sword, and preparing his various concoctions in swirls of smoke and sparks. 

That MGM production is as polished as ever, at least, remarkably good looking for a film of its vintage, and the first and final thirds are
a lot of fun, in a queasy sort of way, driven along as they are by the villains and not the
heroes, and Loy and Karloff’s inspired performances. The latter alternates an affectation
of the stern mandarin for his fellow easterners, but he's happiest taunting his victims in
playing the beaming, eager-to-please host whilst subjecting them to hideous suffering,
tricking the parched and maddened Barton into drinking salt water, or casually extracting
the poison from a snake for his potion by having it bite one of his black servants and then
syringing the venom out – the servant dies anyway, not that Fu cares. Stone, who, before
he became associated with his soporific role as Andy Hardy’s father, played all sorts of
roles often with a strikingly no-nonsense quality, is therefore well-cast as Sir Nayland, but
doesn’t get much to do. The whole cocktail is, on one level, disturbing for the impulses it
exploits, and, on another, zesty, stylish tomfoolery, because it exploits them so fearlessly.
It provokes many varieties of schadenfreude.

- Roderick Heath (http://thisislandrod.blogspot.co.uk)
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A Report on the Party and Guests (O slavnosti a hostec)

Pearls of the Czech New Wave

In Brief

In Jan Němec’s surreal fable, a picnic is rudely transformed into a lesson in political
hierarchy when a handful of mysterious authority figures show up. This allegory
about oppression and conformity was banned in its home country but became an
international success after it premiered at the New York Film Festival

Czechoslovakia | 1966 | 71 minutes

A REPORT ON THE PARTY AND GUESTS: TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT

The 1967 National Assembly meeting that banned Věra Chytilová’s
Daisies also took aim at another film: Jan Němec’s A Report on the Party
and Guests. In its official statement, the body declared both films “to
have nothing in common with our republic, socialism, and the ideals of
Communism.” Němec was no stranger to controversy; his dogmatic and
outspoken refusal to adhere to realist conventions had gotten him in
trouble even during his days as a FAMU student, and his first feature,
Diamonds of the Night (1964), was attacked by a number of critics for
the same offense. The reception of Report, which aggrieved President
Antonín Novotný himself, cemented Němec’s reputation as the Czech
New Wave filmmaker who posed the greatest danger to the
establishment.

This enfant terrible believed that a director must create “a world
independent of reality as it appears at the time.” But he used such
worlds to express some very harsh truths about the real one, as in
Diamonds of the Night, a fragmented tale of two Jewish boys on the run from the Nazis, and his Pearls of the Deep short, with its pair
of possibly senile men reinventing their own pasts. Existing completely in the realm of allegory, A Report on the Party and Guests is
nevertheless one of the most transparently political of all Czech New Wave films. At once whimsical and frightening, it confronts its
audience with unsettling social realities. And though its message—simplified, that people are all too willing to be manipulated and
controlled—resonated with viewers everywhere (Vincent Canby called it “pure and universal” in the New York Times), in
Czechoslovakia it was downright incendiary.

As the film begins, seven middle-aged chums contentedly picnic in a field surrounded by forest, tipsily making reference to things we
aren’t privy to. The dialogue, as fashioned by Němec and Daisies’ Ester Krumbachová, is purposely nonsensical, even as the scene
adheres to a basic realism (though it may seem improvised, Němec has insisted that this was his only film to follow the script to the

letter). Their idyll is interrupted when, moseying down a forest path, they
are surrounded and have their personal space awkwardly invaded by a
group of men in suits, who’ve descended from the hills. Soon, the
interlopers’ buffoonish, self-appointed leader (composer Jan Klusák) sets
up a flimsy desk and begins ordering these “guests,” as they are
mysteriously addressed, into arbitrary groupings, giving them vaguely
threatening instructions like “Keep a little distance from each other. It’s
in your best interests.” Even more disturbing than the irrational behavior
of the bullies is the bemused compliance of the picnickers, who make
only hal�earted stabs at questioning this new authority. The intimidation
and mortification go on unabated until an avuncular man of seeming
power and prestige appears and gains the trust of the “guests” by
apologizing for their treatment at the hands of Klusák’s grotesque
character. He invites them all to his “grand birthday banquet” just over
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the hill, a gathering marked by an increasingly
disturbing false bonhomie. When one of the men
(played by director Evald Schorm, typecast, according
to Němec, as “the only honest person”) decides to
run away, it becomes clear that he will be brought
back by force.

Němec once said in an interview, “When one lives in a
society that is essentially not free, it is the obligation
of every thinking person to attack obstacles to
freedom in every way at his disposal.” This philosophy
was clearly not appreciated by the authorities: A
Report on the Party and Guests’ powerful critique of
totalitarianism was deemed unsuitable for
Czechoslovakian audiences (despite Němec’s
assertion that the film was a fable rather than a
concrete political parable), and it wasn’t shown until
1968, before being banned again once the Prague
Spring had been stifled. At that point, it was
considered especially dangerous, as government
crackdowns made its warnings seem prophetic.

After A Report on the Party and Guests, Němec would
make something even more controversial. He was in the process of shooting a documentary on the Prague Spring when the 1968
Soviet invasion occurred; now the images he captured in the streets included tanks rolling through the crowds. Němec smuggled the
footage to Austria and edited it into the 1968 short documentary Oratorio for Prague, which was broadcast on television around the
world. His actions got him exiled from his home country, and he spent many years abroad, including twelve in the United States. He
wasn’t able to make another film in Czechoslovakia until 1990, following the peaceful overthrow of the Communist government known
as the Velvet Revolution. Today, though Němec still occasionally makes movies (2009’s The Ferrari Dino Girl dramatizes his filming of
the 1968 invasion), he spends most of his time teaching documentary filmmaking at FAMU.

- Michael Koresky - www.criterion.com
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The Canterville Ghost

Ghosts

In Brief
A group of American GIs during WW2 are billeted in Canterville Castle. They are surprised
when Lady de Canterville, their hostess, instead of being the expected dowager, turns
out to be seven-year-old Jessica. They also discover that the house is haunted - when
Jessica's ancestor, Simon de Canterville, ran away from a duel, he was walled up in an
alcove, his ghost doomed to roam the corridors of the ancestral home. The soldiers refuse
to be intimidated by the ghost. Then, one of them, Cuffy Williams, discovers that he too
is a de Canterville, and Jessica thinks he might be able to save the family honor.

In 1887, Oscar Wilde’s story told of an American family who annoy a ghost by refusing to
believe in him. In this radical reworking the action is updated to wartime Britain, the result
is an amusing tale, with Margaret O'Brien as the grave young heroine, Young as the
charming GI struggling with the Canterville curse, and Laughton having a ball as the weary
ghost.

USA | 1944 | 95 minutes

Jules Dassin’s The Canterville Ghost: 
Oscar Wilde as Propaganda
In the 1640s, Sir Simon de Canterville flees at the sight of his opponent
instead of fighting a duel in his brother's name.  His father has him
walled in and curses him for his cowardice.  Sir Simon's ghost will only
be laid to rest when a kinsman performs a brave deed in his name.
Unfortunately, cowardice turns out to be hereditary in the Canterville
family.

Three hundred years later, six-year-old Lady Jessica, last of the
Cantervilles, opens up Canterville Chase to a group of American
soldiers come over to support England in her fight against the
Germans.  Sir Simon's ghost manifests itself at night but is mocked and
laughed away.  Lady Jessica eventually comes to pity him, and when
she discovers through a birthmark in his neck that one of the
Americans, Cuffy Williams, is actually a lost descendant of the
Cantervilles, she asks him to try and help Sir Simon find peace.  Cuffy agrees to wear the ghost's signet during the coming fight.  However,
when he finally faces the German forces and one of his friends gets shot, he loses his nerve and is paralysed with fear. He is given a second
chance to prove what he is worth when he finds out through Lady Jessica that the Nazis have dropped a blockbuster time bomb on his
comrades' path.  Cuffy manages to destroy the ticking bomb and finally removes Sir Simon's curse, winning in the act the eternal devotion of
little Lady Jessica.

This is a plot summary of Jules Dassin's 1944 film version of Osca Wilde's 1887 The Canterville Ghost.  The script, written by Edwin Harvey Blum,
does not at first sight appear to have any connection with Wilde's story apart from its title and title character.  It retains, beside the ghost,
also the housekeeper Mrs Umney and several plot elements such as the removing of the blood stain with an American detergent and the
frightening of the ghost by the Americans.  Fragments from Wilde pop up sporadically as in Sir Simon's defence of his ghostly behaviour: "It
is absurd asking me to behave myself, quite absurd.  I must rattle my chains, and groan through keyholes, and walk about at night, if that is
what you mean.  It is my only reason for existing" .  Because the film plot is at such variance with the original, I would suggest that it is not so
much Blum and Dassin's adaptation of the text for the screen that makes the film interesting, but rather the manner in which they astonishingly
turn Wilde's story into a piece of propaganda.

Like Wilde’s Canterville Ghost, the film offers a humorous exploration of the relationship between English and Americans; however, in the
screen version the balance has shifted a little.  Whereas Wilde mocked the English by means of the American perspective as much as he poked
fun at the Americans from a European standpoint, the (American-made) film's jokes, although as good-natured, are mainly at the expense of
the English.  Dassin and Blum's English think that the Americans must all be either cowboys or Indians, and the English habit of taking tea is
presented as an exotic phenomenon conducted with old-fashioned ceremony.  A party sequence depicts the English as staid and dull? it is only
when the American soldiers occupy themselves of the music and play some Boogie Woogie (mistakenly referred to by Jessica' s aunt, the Hon.
Mrs Polverdine, as "WoogieBoogie") that the atmosphere becomes lively.  It is clear that the English in the film are in need of an influx of
American spirit, a motif embodied by Cuffy Williams and his relations to the Canterville family.

Another important motif shared by both story and film is the redemption plot.  Sir Simon, the restless ghost, needs pity and help from a
mortal in order to be redeemed.  However, the essence of the salvation in story and film is quite different and worthy of exploration.

The core of Wilde's initially purely comical story is in fact a very serious one, namely that of the sinner redeemed by the selflessness of a
loving, virtuous innocent.  Wilde's Sir Simon is, despite the author's comic treatment, clearly defined as evil.  He was walled in and left to
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starve as a punishment for his killing his wife, a deed for which he long refuses to show
repentance.  As a ghost, he takes pleasure and pride in driving his victims to madness and
death, gladly upholding Wilde's statement that no crime is vulgar, but that all vulgarity is crime.
The text pictures him as having a "cruel, wrinkled mouth"  and as gliding "like an evil shadow,
the very darkness seeming to loathe him as he passed."  It is only when his intended victims,
the Otis family, refuse to be impressed by his apparitions that Sir Simon finds no more pleasure
in his existence as a ghost, repents, and appeals to little Virginia for help.

Little Virginia, repeatedly referred to as angelic, is the agent of salvation for the wicked ghost.
Moved by pity she is prepared to follow Sir Simon behind the wainscoting despite warnings
from the creatures in the tapestries that she may never return from the place.  Through a
mysteriously unnamed sacrifice on Virginia's part, love conquers the dark powers and the
ghost can finally rest in peace.  The redeeming power of love is central to Wilde's thinking and
recurs in his fairytales and plays.

Edwin Harvey Blum's script, however, chooses to ignore this very Wildëan heart of the story.
Instead of the redemption of sin through love, he presents his audience with a redemption of
cowardice through courage, a change preserved in later films such as Paul Bogart's with Sir
John Gielgud as Sir Simon (1986).  His Sir Simon is an essentially harmless and amiable figure,
hardly likely to frighten anybody.  Casting and costume design increase this image: a rotund
and kind-looking Charles Laughton is made to wear a ridiculously padded Elizabethan costume
(which, in fact, does not quite match the 1640s; it is not clear whether this is intentional or
not).

However kind, Sir Simon is guilty of cowardice and has been punished for it.  The agent of
salvation in his case is the American soldier Cuffy Williams, descendant of Sir Simon' s nephew

Marmaduke de Canterville.  Cuffy is a good-natured and brave young man, member of the army's elite troops and a firm disbeliever in ghosts.
An heir of Wilde's Otis twins, he makes fun of Sir Simon and improvises an alternative spook with white bedclothes and an army gasmask.  It
is Cuffy who helps Lady Jessica overcome her fear of the ghost by pointing out that she is only afraid because she thinks she ought to be.  As
usual, Hollywood reduces the role of the female heroine: Lady Jessica, although based on Virginia Otis, is not an active agent in Sir Simon' s
salvation — the prophecy no longer talks about a "golden girl"  who wins "prayer from the lips of sin", but about a kinsman who must keep
up the family honour.  Moreover, the young heroine's age is reduced from fifteen to six.

It is Cuffy Williams, then, who embodies the message of the film, determined as it is by current affairs in the 1940s.  Private Williams, sent to
England to help fight the Germans during the second World War, discovers that the foreign country he fights for is to a certain degree his own:
he is a descendant of an old English family and is appealed to by his kin. By reminding both American and European audiences of their joint
roots, the film stresses the naturalness rather than the political dimension of the alliance between the Allied Forces.  (Of course it conveniently
ignores the fact that a considerable number of Americans have German roots.)

Cuffy's new-found identity is not, however, without its complications. When the ghost informs him that his blood is the very bluest of England,
the American is charmed by the idea to such a degree that he loses sight of his Republican principles.  To begin with, he laughingly appropriates
Canterville Chase by objecting to his comrades sitting on his lawn.  Worse is that he also appropriates the Canterville nature, so that, when
he finally goes to battle the courage he has always displayed vanishes into thin air.  Lady Jessica must eventually remind him of his own lesson,
namely that he does not need to be afraid simply because he is a Canterville.  It is only when he retrieves Cuffy from inside the Canterville that
he manages to redeem the ghost.

By means of the character of Cuffy Williams the film makers suggest that the old aristocratic Canterville family, plagued by degeneracy in the
form of hereditary cowardice, needs an injection of American blood in order to successfully avert the curse that has been resting on it for
centuries.  Or, in propagandistic terms: old Europe will not be able to defeat the Nazi threat without American help.  In this light, the shift from
Wilde's redemption through love to Blum's redemption through courage makes perfect sense ? in war, courage is the primary value whereas
love is of minor importance.

The question one is left with after seeing a film like Dassin's The Canterville Ghost is why the makers chose to work with Wilde's story at all
if they did not intend to preserve even the core of it.  The filmscript has nothing Wildean about
it except the occasional quote, and the drastic plot changes needed in order to convey a
propagandistic message show that the source story does not easily lend itself to such purposes.
One can, however, venture to guess where in the text Blum found the material for his
propaganda.

Throughout Wilde's story, the reader spots a developing love story: the young Duke of Cheshire
falls in love with Virginia Otis.  The lovers eventually get married, bringing together the family
of the American Minister, anxious to preserve "the true principles of Republican simplicity",
with the family of a titled Englishman.  It is probably in the happy union of Virginia and her little
Duke that Dassin and Blum found the stuff they wanted for their film, namely the proof that the
English and the Americans have really everything in common nowadays, except, of course,
language.

Eva Thienpont
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The Tall T

Budd Boetticher – The Ranown Cycle

In Brief

Having lost his horse in a bet, Pat Brennan hitches a ride with a stagecoach carrying
newlyweds, Willard and Doretta Mims. At the next station the coach and its passengers
fall into the hands of a trio of outlaws headed by a man named Usher. When Usher
learns that Doretta is the daughter of a rich copper-mine owner, he decides to hold her
for ransom. Tension builds over the next 24 hours as Usher awaits a response to his
demands and as a romantic attachment grows between Brennan and Doretta.

USA | 1956 | 78 minutes

The Tall T is a crisp, economically made and structured
Western, director Budd Boetticher's second collaboration
with star Randolph Scott. It's a taut thriller for much of its
short length, but Boetticher builds up to it slowly. The
rambling, laidback introduction establishes Scott's Pat as
a real good old boy with an easy smile and a gentle
temperament, a former ranch hand who's only recently struck out on his own, buying a small piece of land and a few goats for himself.
The Hollywood Western has such a long tradition of stoic, hard-edged heroes that it's almost shocking to see how cheery and charming
Pat is, displaying his folksy good humor as he banters with his friends and engages in a bit of good-natured oneupsmanship with his
former boss, a ranch owner who wishes he could get back his best employee. One expects a Walter Brennan type to be engaging in
these kinds of games: the wizened old-timer sidekick, always quick to spit out a corny joke or stumble into a rough-and-ready physical
gag. It's disarming to see the gangly, square-jawed Scott, with his craggy good looks and tough-guy build, putting himself on even
ground with the sidekicks and bit players of the Western genre. This is perhaps one of Boetticher's characteristic touches: a few years
earlier, the climax to The Man From the Alamo had gathered together all the usual castoffs of the Hollywood Western — women,
cripples, and old-timers — to take center stage as heroes for a change. There's a similar logic at work in making Scott the butt of the
joke as well as the traditional über-masculine hero. 

Scott's predicament doesn't stay funny for long, though. The introduction is just long enough to give a sense of Pat as a quick-witted,
easygoing guy who can't resist a challenge, and who nevertheless has a sense of obligation towards making his ranch work. He is
proud to own something that's all his. After losing his horse in a bet — and getting all wet in the process — he hitches a ride on a
stagecoach that's carrying the shameless gold-digger Willard Mims (John Hubbard) and his new bride Doretta (Maureen O'Sullivan),
who he obviously married because her father owns the biggest copper mine in the area. This sets up a situation that should be familiar
to anyone who saw the previous Boetticher/Scott collaboration, Seven Men From Now: the cowardly husband, the wife who deserves
better, and Scott, who just happens to be providing a counter-example of proud, self-assured masculinity nearby. The film's igniting
incident occurs when the stage is hijacked by a trio of thugs, who Mims quickly alerts to the fact that they have a potential ransom on
their hands; he sells out his wife to save his own skin. It's a perfectly schematic Western plot, and one that's well-suited for Boetticher
to explore the broad outlines of his typical concerns: the definitions of masculinity, cowardice, and bravery. 

If that was all the film had to offer, it'd probably be enough: another well-made,
reasonably exciting Western actioner from a director who made a long string of
similar movies. But in fact, despite the relative simplicity of his plots and the broad
strokes of his morality tales, Boetticher is at his best in the smaller touches,
working around the edges of the story, infusing personality and an eccentric eye
for nuance into these otherwise relatively standard stories of frontier violence.
The humor in the film is surprising enough, and even more surprising is that it's not
limited to the folksy introduction. At one point, Boetticher interrupts a taut
standoff between Pat and the head outlaw Frank (Richard Boone) with a bit of
slapstick that sends the villain into hysterics. The soundtrack, sparsely used
throughout, here builds tension as though it's leading towards a dramatic break,
then abruptly fizzles out into laughter instead.
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The outlaws themselves are an interesting trio, particularly
Frank, who is in many ways a sympathetic character. He's sick
of the immaturity of his two much younger compatriots, the
cold-eyed killer Chink (Henry Silva) and the dim-witted man-
boy Billy Jack (Skip Homeier). In many ways, Frank keeps Pat
around simply to have someone to talk to; Pat isn't really
needed for the whole hostage and ransom plot, and Frank's
henchmen would just as soon have killed him straight off. But
Frank wants to hear about Pat's ranch — he has dreams of
having his own place someday, too — and at one point
orders his captive to talk at gunpoint. He's a man desperate
for real companionship, a subtext that runs through the
whole film and through several different characters, including
the frontier stationmaster who Frank's gang kills earlier in the
film. Pat himself is a lonely man, unmarried and working land
that is not yet well-established enough to even have any
other ranch hands. The film's most poignant thrust is the
necessity of having someone to talk to in the midst of this
forlorn, empty country, a terrain that Boetticher emphasizes
with gorgeous wide shots of lone riders isolated in the midst

of the rocky, expansive open country.

The film dispenses with its discourse on bravery and cowardice relatively quickly, particularly in comparison to Seven Men, where this
remains the central dichotomy driving the story. The craven Mims is the film's least developed character, never rising above the level
of caricature, and never getting the moment of redemption that Walter Reed's much more fleshed-out variation on the character
earned in the earlier film. Boetticher's penchant for recycling basic plot structures can be misleading; in this film, he is far more
interested in the relationship between the lead and the outlaws than he is in probing the contrast between the hero and the coward.
This interest is reflected in the geometry of Boetticher's shots, the way he weighs Scott against the three bandits in the frame. There's
an in-built tension and drama to the way Boetticher uses the widescreen frame, the way he balances figures against one another. They
seem to be forming abstracted shapes together, their bodies standing at the corner points of invisible figures traced in space, the
lines drawn by the aimed barrels of guns. When Pat learns that the outlaws have killed two of his friends, a stationmaster and his
young son, the camera traces the path of Pat's gaze, towards the well where the bodies have been thrown and then back to the
outlaws. Nothing is said, and Scott's stony face betrays little overt emotion, but the camerawork in the scene nevertheless conveys
the impact this has on the hero.

What this is all leading to is the even more careful geometry of the film's climax, in which Pat faces down the outlaws one by one,
culminating in a violent denouement that must have been downright startling at the time it was released, and which still maintains its
bracing intensity. The Tall T is a Western masterpiece from Boetticher, a master of the genre who turns his pulpy, low-budget material
into an epic morality play with potent, unforgettable imagery. 

Ed Howard - Only the Cinema
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Island of Lost Souls

Hollywood Horrors of the 1930s

In Brief

A twisted treasure from Hollywood’s pre-Code horror heyday, Island of Lost Souls is a
cautionary tale of science run amok, adapted from H. G. Wells’s novel The Island of Dr.
Moreau. In one of his first major movie roles, Charles Laughton is a mad doctor
conducting ghastly genetic experiments on a remote island in the South Seas, much to
the fear and disgust of the shipwrecked man (Richard Arlen) who finds himself trapped
there. This touchstone of movie terror, directed by Erle C. Kenton, features
expressionistic photography by Karl Struss, groundbreaking makeup effects that have
inspired generations of monster-movie artists, and the legendary Bela Lugosi in one of
his most gruesome roles.

USA | 1932 | 77 minutes

Island of Lost Souls: The Beast Flesh Creeping Back

An Erle C. Kenton–directed Paramount feature based on the 1896 H. G. Wells novel The
Island of Dr. Moreau, Island of Lost Souls (1932) is the story of a mad scientist’s attempts
to convert wild animals into human beings by way of vicious medical procedures.
Through the eyes of Edward Parker (Richard Arlen), a shipwrecked innocent, we
discover Dr. Moreau (the inimitable Charles Laughton), living with his assistant,
Montgomery (a laconic Arthur Hohl), among the beast-men he has molded in the
laboratory he calls the House of Pain. The film was a sensation when it was released. Its
frank references to vivisection and Moreau’s delight in “feeling like God” got it banned
in twelve countries, including England, where it was described as being “against nature.”
In America, state censors—established in the wake of a 1915 Supreme Court ruling that
motion pictures were not protected speech—cut various lines and scenes, depending on
local standards and tastes. Nonetheless, people were reportedly so repulsed that they
vomited in their seats.

Today’s horror and science fiction fans, familiar with subse quent Island of Dr. Moreau adaptations and The Simpsons’ Halloween spoof,
not to mention Splice (2009), are unlikely to be similarly affected. Island of Lost Souls no longer has the brute power to shock. That
sensation—the violence of the mind’s assimilating a totally new piece of information or feeling—can’t be ours here. Even if you’ve
never seen it before, you know what Moreau’s up to. Chances are, you won’t be able to listen to Bela Lugosi intone the liturgy of the
beast-men (“Are we not men?”) with ears entirely free of Devo (“Are we not men? We are Devo!”). That’s the thing about encountering
an original: you can see it only through everything that has come since.

Modern audiences, schooled in the politics of genetically modified food and factory farming, cloning and animal testing, may find the
film’s interest in the manipulation of nature and the threat posed by science run amok quite contemporary. These themes are not,
however, what makes it most resonant today. That honor belongs to the beast-men—the most wretched things of the earth, calling
out for compassion. Island of Lost Souls insists on a continuity between the human and nonhuman; it asks us to relate to animals on
the basis of our shared capacity for suffering. This, in the end, is a movie about pain.

And there is something striking and unusually fresh about Island of Lost Souls’ sadism. We’ve seen and heard a lot of gross and weird
stuff on-screen in the past eighty years, but I’m not sure any of it is significantly weirder or grosser than this. Moreau is a torturer, and
this an early torture film, crafted for an interwar, Depression-era audience more than a little familiar with vio lence, lost limbs,
powerlessness, and fear. The doctor inflicts pain eagerly and unabashedly, cutting open living creatures to experiment on them. The
din of moans, wails, and screams that echoes through the jungle is distress ing and distracting, and no background music directs your
reaction or prepares you for the assault. But for Moreau, the noise is just so much static. It barely registers. “Mr. Parker, spare me these
youthful horrors, please,” he sighs with a wave of his meaty hand.

The story of The Island of Dr. Moreau, so concerned with how things look and sound, benefited dramatically from being brought to
the screen. It needed to be seen and heard. Besides, Wells’s book is all setup, a premise without a plot. Screen writers Waldemar Young
and Philip Wylie created a story line by introducing women—they gave the shipwrecked man a plucky fiancée named Ruth (Leila
Hyams), who rescues him from the island, and created Lota, the Panther Woman (Kathleen Burke), Moreau’s most perfect specimen.

Shot on the Paramount Ranch, near Malibu, the jungle appears uncannily living and dead, artificial and real. The plants are big and
waxy, the space low, the lighting dark. Cinematographer Karl Struss, who also photographed such treasures as Murnau’s Sunrise
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(1927) and Chaplin’s The Great Dictator (1940), kept the framing tight,
cramped with foliage and vines, the occa sional stooped, furry-faced
beast-man peering out from behind someone’s shoulder. A misty,
expressionistic chiaroscuro of cell bars falls across the courtyards and
nooks of the large, gloomy house, designed by the great Hans Dreier.
Struss takes good advantage of early horror conventions—figures lumber
directly at the viewer; close-ups are sudden and jarring; the camera, like
a giant, blinking red arrow, lingers on such details as a furred ear or a hoof,
showing off Wally Westmore’s remarkable makeup. Unlike subsequent
adaptations of the story, which would turn the beast-men into a band of
rampaging Wookiees, Westmore’s creations are mostly human—which
makes them all the more disturbing.

For a movie about hybridity, Island of Lost Souls is remarkably blunt. It’s
structured on oppositions—not only good and evil but science and
nature, black and white, civilization and the primitive, man and woman,
human and animal, silence and noise. It literally gestures at the most

profound questions, its power lying less in its dialogue than in Arlen’s deranged stare or the sharp squirms of Burke’s body. And the
film lives and dies by Laughton’s performance. He’s all merciless smile and rest less eyes glancing offscreen, barely containing some
private joke he’s having with himself. His Moreau is creepy and controlled, with an unsettling undercurrent of suave, chubby sexual
energy.

Horror often features a woman imperiled or in need of protec tion, so it’s no surprise that one of Moreau’s beast-men seems rather
too interested in Ruth. But in Island of Lost Souls, it is sexual desire itself that is the threat, and this desire puts men at risk too. Moreau
quickly capitalizes on Parker’s otherwise inopportune appearance by trying to get him to mate with Lota. He throws them together
and lurks in the shadows, stiff with anticipation, to observe their behavior. Parker, of course, believes Lota to be a “pure Polynesian.”
He discovers her origins only after they have shared a passionate kiss—after, that is, he has kissed an animal. When he realizes what
he has done, he claims that he could have forgiven Moreau for everything he’s seen and heard—the tribe of beast-men, the rituals,
the horrible cries of suffering—but he cannot forgive him for Lota. Sickened by his own bestial desire, he holds Moreau responsible
for introducing this temptation into the world.

The real threat here is miscegenation. Early 1930s horror was preoccupied with creatures that resemble normal men but are in some
way deformed, deranged, or awfully and miserably inhuman—Frankenstein, Dracula, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and Freaks all came out
in 1931–32. Island of Lost Souls, also released during the Jim Crow era, trades in dark makeup and broad noses, conflating the indigenous
and the nonwhite with the animal. Moreau is not simply a mad scientist—he’s a colonial nabob who has made himself a god to his tribe
of simian men. He is the source of that infamous line, “They”—the natives—“are more than usually restless tonight.” In Australia, the
film received a rating of NEN, meaning it wasn’t to be shown to aboriginal people—who, presumably, might have taken it too much
to heart. When Moreau violates one of his own laws by spilling blood, the beast-men erupt in anarchy, rebelling against the gross
double standard. In flouting a law designed to make them human, they prove themselves to be something more than animal.

Like most science fiction, Island of Lost Souls isn’t afraid to depart from “real” science to make a point. Moreau’s version of evolution
holds that inside all animals lies the potential for what is highest: man. “All animal life is tending toward the human form,” he declares.
His work is to speed up the clock. Like Wells himself, who subscribed to the notion that it would not be enough for the best specimens
of humankind to breed—failures would have to be eliminated or sterilized—Moreau dreams of raising the “lower” forms up and
making them fit for the future. His method is one of extraction. Unlike Victor Frankenstein, who stimulates an amalgamation of dead
matter with electricity, Moreau is a vivisectionist—he cuts open living creatures in order to remove the bestial element. Even Lota’s
“stubborn beast flesh” comes “creeping back,” however, turning her slender fingers into the claws of a cat. Moreau’s solution? “This
time I’ll burn out all the animal in her!”

For Moreau, a new expression of pain can be a sign of success; he delights when Lota
sheds tears because women, not pan thers, cry. But Parker recognizes and responds to
the sound he hears coming from that table; it’s the sound he would make were it his body
under the knife. It’s fitting that the movie ends with the smooth and unflappable Moreau
shrieking in the House of Pain, a victim of his lawless beast-children. When Montgomery,
Parker, and Ruth make their panicked escape, there are no more humans left on the island,
and no animals either—only monsters.

The point of it all is not whether they, or we, are animals or human beings. It’s about what
kind of human beings we are, or could be. This is the question at the heart of Island of
Lost Souls. Even those of us who are born with no beast flesh to creep back have to work,
every day, to make being human something worth aspiring to in the first place.

By Christine Smallwood (www.criterion.com)
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Return of the Prodigal Son (Návrat ztraceného syna)

In Brief

In Evald Schorm was one of the most politically outspoken of the Czech New Wave
filmmakers. This raw psychological drama about an engineer unable to adjust to
the world around him following his suicide attempt is at heart a scathing portrait
of social alienation and moral compromise.

Czechoslovakia | 1967 | 98 minutes

RETURN OF THE PRODIGAL SON: ALONE IN A CROWD

Though he was very much a member of the community of filmmakers
who graduated from FAMU and went on to shake things up during the
sixties, Evald Schorm also stood apart from the rest. Like his fellow
directors, he was using the medium to get at the absurdity of life in
Communist Czechoslovakia, but Schorm was dedicated to a more direct,
realistic type of filmmaking than his friends Věra Chytilová, Jan Němec, and Jiří Menzel, who readily turned to whimsy, fantasy, and
comedy. Referred to as both the philosopher and the conscience of the New Wave, Schorm, whose relatively sober style has been called
documentary-like (his focus at FAMU was nonfiction filmmaking) and received comparisons to that of Antonioni, explored themes of
morality and the malaise of the socialist middle class (such income-based social strata did exist in Czechoslovakia), and preferred
psychological portraiture. 

Such individualist, existential works were anathema to the Communist Party, and Schorm’s first feature following his graduation in 1962,
Everyday Courage (1964), about the crumbling life of an overzealously political young factory worker, was blacklisted by President
Antonín Novotný. His next feature, after completing his more visually exploratory Pearls of the Deep short, “The House of Joy,” was
Return of the Prodigal Son (1967), an exhilarating, angry film about an engineer, Jan (Jan Kacer), trying to find his way back into the
world of the living after attempting suicide. Taking place both inside the mental hospital where he’s recuperating and outside in
“normal” society, to which he routinely escapes, the film is a devastating articulation of depression brought on by vague, free-floating
social anxieties and disappointments. In trying to readjust—to work, to friends, and most importantly to life with his similarly neurotic
wife, Jana (Jana Brejchová), and very young daughter—Jan finds that to live happily in this world one has to negotiate daily with one’s
morality; late in the film, when he visits his office during an extended leave from the hospital, his boss even lectures him on the
importance of compromise.  

There’s a humane core to Return of the Prodigal Son that saves it from despair. Rather than making everyone other than Jan a fool,
Schorm extends enormous sympathy to a fascinating cast of supporting characters, all of them outcasts in their own way, including
Jana, who combats her loneliness in Jan’s absence by taking a lover, Jiří (played by director Jiří Menzel); Olga (Dana Medrická), the
sexually frustrated wife of the head doctor, who takes a liking to Jan; and Jan’s hospital roommate, Zdenek (Jiří Kilián), an effeminate
ballet dancer with whom Jan feels an artistic and spiritual kinship. 

Schorm never compromised his beliefs after the 1968 Soviet invasion; he refused to make
films that acceded to the aesthetic and ideological demands of the cultural police who
reinstituted the socialist realism of the Stalinist era (one script he rejected, for example,
was a simplistic glorification of the life of a Communist activist). Because of this, he was
not allowed to work in Czechoslovakian cinema for nearly twenty years, focusing instead
on theater. In 1988, he died shortly before the premiere of his comeback film, Killing with
Kindness, a story about a mother-daughter relationship that features Return of the
Prodigal Son’s Kacer and Brejchová in prominent roles.

- Michael Koresky - www.criterion.com
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The Halfway House

Ghosts

A young girl tries to bring her estranged parents back together by contriving a
mini-break at a charming Welsh inn. It might sound a bit like The Parent Trap, but
The Halfway House is an intriguing but uneven wartime fantasy drama from
Ealing Studios. Director Basil Dearden’s film was co-written by Angus MacPhail
and Diana Morgan (Went The Day Well?) and also features one of the most
grating Welsh accents I’ve ever heard – courtesy of Glynis Johns.

The Halfway House begins with a series of brief vignettes introducing the main
characters. There’s young Joanna (Sally Anne Howes), whose bickering parents
Richard and Jill (Richard Bird and Valerie White) are on the brink of divorce. A
disgraced army officer Fortescue (Guy Middleton) is released from prison, after
serving time for pilfering the regimental funds. At a Welsh port, ex-navy captain
Harry Meadows (Tom Walls) and his French wife Alice (Françoise Rosay) are still
grieving for their son. In Cardiff overworked orchestra conductor David Davies
(Esmond Knight) seems to be heading for an early grave.

UK | 1944 | 95 minutes

The first half hour of The Halfway House sees this bunch join a
courting couple and black marketeer Oakley (Alfred Drayton) en
route for mid-Wales. We’ve already been told that the eponymous
hostelry burned down a year ago, but it mysteriously reappears on
the horizon – like a beacon of hope. Waiting to greet the weary,
dispirited or just plain grumpy travellers are saintly landlord Rhys
(Mervyn Johns) and his ethereal daughter Gwyneth (played by real-
life daughter Glynis).

Addressing then-current issues like profiteering, the neutrality of
Ireland and the pain of bereavement, The Halfway House is in some
respects a snapshot of Britain during the throes of WWII. But
Dearden’s film, which is loosely based on a play The Peaceful Inn,
has grafted an allegorical element on top of some pretty routine
drama. Is the inn really there in 1943 or have the travellers found
their way back to June 1942? With heavy-handed references to the
fact that Gwyneth “casts no shadow” and the fact that all the newspapers are 12 months out of date, it won’t take you long to figure
out the secret of The Halfway House.

For those who know Ealing through its sometimes very black comedies and satires – Passport to Pimlico, The Ladykillers, Kind Hearts
and Coronets — The Halfway House is a bit of an oddity. There is humour here, of course, mainly from the banter between the likeable
but disreputable Oakley and Fortescue. A running joke about Alice’s pronounced French accent culminates in this touching exchange:
“Oh Harry, you haven’t smiled like that since you left your sheep. Ship darling. Ship.”

But the lightness of touch in the early scenes is soon drowned out by a mixture of sentimentality and clumsy sermonising. One by one
the visitors reach their moment of personal crisis at the inn, only to be guided back to the path of truth and light by the omniscient
Rhys. When Gwyneth tells a distraught Joanna “Pleasant things happen here you know . . . Wishes come true” you wonder whether
we’ve crossed the border from Wales into the Shangri-La of Lost Horizon.

Perhaps one of the reasons that The Halfway House isn’t better known is that it lacks one standout performance. Of the senior cast
members, Mervyn Johns had a long career that lasted into his late seventies, while Knight is probably best remembered for his
distinguished collaborations with Powell and Pressburger, including The Red Shoes and Black Narcissus.

For me the real star here is Dearden, whose work has been unfairly dismissed by pompous British critic David Thomson as “empty and
plodding”. (I think films like Victim and The League of Gentlemen deserve more respect than that.) With cinematographer Wilkie
Cooper, Dearden uses atmospheric lighting, deep focus and striking low angle shots for many of the interior scenes at the inn. The most
memorable sequence is the séance, during which Alice attempts to communicate with her dead son. The overhead shots of the linked
hands round the table remain very powerful.

Call me a cynic, but I think the bracing satire of Kind Hearts and Coronets has dated much better than the flag-waving messages of films
like The Halfway House. But it’s an interesting footnote to the career of Ealing’s most prolific director. 

Susannah Straughan (notreallyworking.co.uk)
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Ealing at War
Ealing Studios' diverse and fascinating WWII propaganda films

Ealing was one of only three major pre-war studios to
continue production throughout World War II and, like
Alexander Korda's London Films, it devoted much of its
output to films designed to promote the war effort. But what
distinguished Ealing's war films was their increasing
dedication to realism, and the way in which they came to take
an inclusive approach, with men - and women - united across
class and regional divides against a common enemy.

In the studio's early war films, like Ships With Wings (d. Sergei
Nolbandov, 1941), clipped-voiced, stiff upper-lipped officer
types predominated. But the films later began to reflect a
more complex picture, emphasising the contribution of
'ordinary' men and women, and even expressing a
widespread feeling that a complacent ruling class was failing
to recognise the very real risk of losing the war.

One reason for the change was the arrival of Harry Watt and Alberto Cavalcanti from the Crown Film Unit. The two brought with them
the sensibilities of the documentary movement, and were to have a major influence on the Ealing style.

Watt's Nine Men (1943), made on a tiny budget, managed to turn a patch of sand dunes in North Wales into a convincing North Africa.
After the death of the senior officer, a ramshackle unit of regionally diverse, mostly working-class men is left to pull together to defeat
a barely-seen foe; in the end, the film is as much about solidarity as conflict. Cavalcanti's Went the Day Well? (1942) took a more
extraordinary story - a German invasion of a small English village - but what was most striking was the unmelodramatic way in which
the villagers' counterattack was shown: brave and heroic, certainly, but also brutal and bloody. San Demetrio London (d. Charles Frend,
1943) re-enacted a true story from earlier in the war in a way which applied documentary style to dramatic effect.

The championing of 'ordinary' heroes was matched by an often explicit criticism of authority. In The Foreman Went to France (d.
Charles Frend, 1942), the hero's unquestioning trust of authority figures nearly scuppers his mission, as each one he meets turns out
to be a Nazi collaborator. Similarly, in Went the Day Well?, the well-spoken, impeccably polite army Captain is in fact a Nazi, while the
highly respected village leader is revealed as a German spy.

Ealing's comedians, too, were pressed into service in the name of propaganda. Will Hay and George Formby cheered British audiences
and warned of traitors at home, while Tommy Trinder lightened up more 'serious' films like The Foreman Went to France and The Bells
Go Down (d. Basil Dearden, 1943).

By 1944, Ealing's filmmakers were already looking beyond the war, to the kind of Britain they hoped to build when the fighting was
over. Basil Dearden's Halfway House and They Came to a City (both 1944) use fantastical scenarios to evoke Britain's internal conflicts
and, implicitly, ask questions about how such divisions might be healed. These were questions which were already on many lips.

Mark Duguid (screenonline.org.uk)
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